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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to compare speech rhythm of two languages, English and Czech. 

This is tackled from theoretical and practical point of view. The theoretical part deals with the 

main factors that influence the rhythm of both languages and the acquired knowledge is used to 

formulate some basic hypotheses. 

These are examined in the practical part devoted to speech analysis of two recordings of 

Czech and English speech. The analysis is conducted by means of Praat which is a freeware 

developed for the purpose of speech analysis by Paul Boersma and David Weenink of the 

University of Amsterdam. Research results show that certain regularities can be noticed in either 

language. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The process of learning and acquiring a language, any language, is a difficult one. Since 

language is a complex discipline that constitutes many others like knowledge of vocabulary, 

knowledge of grammar and its correct application, ability to understand to a spoken word not 

only written and of course production of speech itself, one cannot simply dismiss any of them in 

order to achieve fluency in the language. The main reason why this topic was chosen is to find 

out what can contribute to make English language sound more natural and fluent to the ear of a 

native speaker. 

This bachelor thesis, therefore, deals with some of those disciplines which are usually not 

given much attention to within the learning process, however, their importance is reflected in the 

way the language is perceived on one hand and produced on the other – the disciplines are called 

phonetics and phonology and this piece of writing is only concerned with some of the major 

issues that seem to cause differences between Czech and English rhythm. 

The comparison of the two languages itself is performed from both theoretical and practical 

point of view. In the former the factors that influence the rhythm are dealt with to achieve some 

general ideas concerned with this rather complex issue of rhythmical perception and production 

and since the two languages vary a great deal from each other their rhythmical patterns seem to 

be driven by various principles. In the latter knowledge gathered in theory are applied into 

practice by formulating some basic hypotheses which could play a certain role in the difference 

between the rhythm patterns of Czech and English rhythm and these are used as a general 

guideline in further analysis of two speech recordings of either language. 
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THEORETICAL PART 

1 The importance of syllables 

Speech according to Štekauer represents a flow of articulation which is organized into 

a collection of suprasegmental components. Such collection is known as the phonological 

hierarchy. In accordance with this hierarchy a sentence constitutes a number of intonation-

groups, which constitutes a number of stress-groups, which constitutes a number of words, 

which constitutes a number of syllables (Štekauer, 2005, p. 30). Therefore, it is important to start 

with the syllables because as Štekauer puts it, they seem to represent an elementary rhythmical 

phonic unit as well as an elementary unit of prosody as one of the suprasegmental features like 

stress, tone and rhythm (Štekauer, 2000, p. 45-46). Syllables can be generally divided into 

stressed (also called strong) and unstressed (also called weak) syllables (ibid., p. 46). For further 

comments on stressed and unstressed syllables see sections 1.2 and 1.3. 

1.1 The structure of syllables 

Richards defines a syllable as “a unit of speech consisting minimally of one vowel 

and maximally of a vowel preceded by a consonant or consonant cluster and followed by 

a consonant or consonant cluster” (Richards, 2010, p. 576). 

Roach comments further on the structure of syllables in terms of pronunciation as follows: 

(a) a minimum syllable would be an isolated single vowel preceded and followed by silence 

(e.g. or /O;/, err /3;/); (b) syllables with an onset where centre of a syllable is preceded by either 

one or more consonants (e.g. bar /bA;/, tree /tri;/, straw /strO;/); (c) syllables with a coda and no 

onset in this case the centre of a syllable is followed by either one or more consonants 

(e.g. am /&m/, act /&kt/, elks /elks/); (d) combination of both an onset and a coda 

(e.g. cat /k&t/, flask /flA;sk/, prompt /prQmpt/) (Roach, 2009, p. 56). 

With respect to spelling, at the beginning of an English syllable can be either a vowel or one 

to three consonants and at the end of a syllable can appear either a vowel or up to four 

consonants (ibid., p. 57). 

As to the structure of Czech syllables, Holub presents a very brief description, defining an 

onset which can have up to four consonants as in words "pštros" and "vzplane". Zero onset is 

rare and usually it is accompanied with a glottal stop as in "?okno" and "po?otočit" and finally 

a coda which can have up to three consonants as in words "zábst" and "pomst" 

(Holub, 2005, p. 369). 
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Roach (2009) also mentions another approach to the structure of syllables shown in 

Figure 1.1, in which the peak, which is usually a vowel, along with the coda, which does not 

have to be necessarily present, form a rhyme (ibid., p. 60). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 The structure of a syllable (adopted from Roach, 2009) 

1.1.1 Vowels 

Vowels, as Roach puts it, are sounds that in contrast to consonants cause a minimum 

obstruction to the air flow and they are commonly present in the centre of syllables. Another 

important feature of vowels is that they are capable of making syllables on its own. Vowels 

differ from each other in their quality (i.e. shape of mouth and position of a tongue) and quantity 

(i.e. length) (EPP – Glossary, 20091). 

Ladefoged compiles a list of rules regarding vowels and states that the same vowel is longest 

if it appears in, what he calls, an “open syllable” (i.e. not followed by a coda), then it is shorter if 

it is followed by a voiced consonant and the shortest vowel appears if it is followed by 

a voiceless consonant (e.g. sigh /saI/, side /saId/, site /saIt/). Very similar it is in terms of 

a number of syllables in a word; the same vowel tend to be the longest in one-syllable word, then 

in two-syllable word and it is shortest if the word consists of three syllables or more 

(e.g. speed /spi;d/, speedy /"spi;di/, speedily /"spi;dIli/). Also, in relation to the length of vowels, 

the same vowel appears longer in stressed syllables and shorter in unstressed syllables 

(e.g. below /bi"l@U/, billow /"bIl@U/) (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 100-101). 

Cruttenden also mentions sonority hierarchy and claims that some phonemes have generally 

greater prominence than others and classifies them from the most sonorous to the least as 

follows: open vowels > close vowels > glides (/j/, /w/) > liquids (/l/, /r/,) > nasals > fricatives > 

affricatives > plosives (Cruttenden, 2011, p. 48). 

 

 

                                                 
1 Vowel 

Syllable 

Onset 

Rhyme 

Peak Coda 
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1.1.1.1 Monophthongs 

Wells (2008, p. 233) describes a monophthong as “a vowel whose quality remains constant”. 

Thus in English we can distinguish twelve different monophthongs (i.e. /i;/, /I/, /e/, /&/, /V/, /A;/, 

/Q/, /O;/, /U/, /u;/, /@/, /3;/). See section 1.2. 

Holub describes the vocal system of Czech as being composed of five monophthongs 

(i.e. a, e, i, o, u), which can appear in two different variants, in this respect he refers to short 

and long versions, therefore it is possible to recognize ten different monophthongs 

(Holub, 2005, p. 363). 

With respect to the quality, Holub (2005) states that it in terms of the short and long 

monophthongs remains the same with only one exception and that is the pair of vowels "i" 

and "í", where there is possible to distinguish a slight change in quality (ibid., p. 365). 

1.1.1.2 Diphthongs 

A diphthong, as Roach explains, is a combination of two vowels that are pronounced 

with a glide from one vowel quality to another. The quality of the two vowels, however, is not 

the same. There is a tendency for the first vowel in the pair to be more prominent than the second 

and in quantity they are compared to long vowels (i.e. /i;/, /A;/, /O;/, /u;/, /3;/) 

(Roach, 2009, p. 17). 

Ladefoged provides a further explanation and claims that the quality of the individual vowels 

are not comparable with their monophthongal counterparts and that the second parts are in most 

cases very difficult to distinguish in terms of their qualities, which is caused due to their 

sonorous subtlety (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 92). 

Distinction between monophthongs and diphthongs can also be speculative in some cases. 

Wells states that some speakers may pronounce /e@/ as /3;/ and, on the other hand, some words 

consisting of monophthongal long vowels /i;/ or /u;/ can have diphthong-like /Ii/ or /Uu/ instead. 

(Wells, 2008, p. 233) 

Finally the total number of English diphthongs is eight and they can be divided into three 

groups as can be seen in Figure 1.2. 

According to Holub, in Czech it is possible to distinguish only three different diphthongs 

(i.e. au, ou, eu). Their quality remains the same as the quality of the monophthongs they are 

composed of and both of the components are pronounced fully. When it comes to their quantity, 

their duration is comparable to long monophthongs (Holub, 2005, p. 363). 
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/I@/  /e@/  /U@/ /eI/  /aI/  /OI/ /@U/  /aU/ 

DIPHTHONG 

centring closing 

ending in /@/ ending in /I/ ending in /U/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Division of diphthongs (adopted from Roach, 2009) 

1.2 Stressed (strong) syllables 

Roach remarks that vowels in strong syllables have a tendency to be longer, louder and they 

also differ in their quality (Roach, 2009, p. 64), however, according to Ladefoged, the stressed 

syllables do not necessarily have to appear louder than the ones which do not receive stress, nor 

even higher in pitch. He also emphasizes the importance of the length of vowels which would, in 

case of stressed syllables, appear longer than when the same syllables were pronounced as 

unstressed (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 111). 

Another, yet very important aspect regarding this matter according to Ladefoged (2011) 

seems to be that not every long vowel is stressed. There are occasions when neighbouring 

syllables of a word can have relatively the same length but the stressed syllable would be the one 

which had an extra respiratory energy produced by exhaled air from lungs (ibid.). 

Cruttenden, on the other hand, disputes the usage of the term stress, using terms as 

prominence and accent with respect to syllables and considers a change in pitch as a major factor 

that distinguishes stressed syllables from those unstressed (Cruttenden, 2008, p. 23). 

Richards (2010) defines the term accent as “greater emphasis on a syllable so that it stand out 

from the other syllables in a word” (ibid., p. 3) while prominence as “greater stress on the words 

or syllables which the speaker wishes to emphasize” (ibid., p. 468) and finally stress as “the 

pronunciation of a syllable or word with more respiratory energy or muscular force than other 

syllables or words in the same utterance” (ibid., p. 560). 

Richards also claims that a syllable or word influenced by stress appear to a listener 

with higher intensity, pitch and length than neighbouring syllables or words which, on the 
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contrary, lack the influence of stress (Richards, 2010, p. 560). For further reference on stress as 

one of the prosodic features of speech see section 2.1. 

In addition to strong syllables, Roach states that a peak of any strong syllable would be either 

a vowel (except for /@, i, u/) or a triphthong, then a coda is always present if one of the vowels is 

/I, e, &, V, Q, U/ (Roach, 2009, p. 64). Wells stresses that for strong syllables it is necessary to 

contain strong vowels, which could be any of the English vowels or diphthongs apart from 

already mentioned /@, i, u/ (Wells, 2008, p. 892). 

1.3 Unstressed (weak) syllables 

According to Roach the vowels in weak syllables in contrast to strong syllables are likely to 

be shorter, less loud and often of different quality (Roach, 2009, p. 64). Ladefoged asserts that 

the quality of the vowels in weak syllables does not have to be reduced and that any of the 

English vowels can appear in a syllable that is not stressed in its "full form" as shown in 

Table 1.1 (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 97).  

Vowels Stressed Syllable Unstressed Syllable Reduced Syllable 

/i/ appreciate /i;/ creation /i, i;/ deprecate /@/ 

/I/ implicit /I/ simplistic /I/ implication /I/ 

/O/ cause /O;/ causality /O;/ because* /@/ 

/U/ hoodwink /U/ neighbourhood /U/  

/V/ confront /V/ umbrella /V/ confrontation /@/ 

/3/ confirm /3;/ verbose /3;/ confirmation /@/ 

/aI/ recite /aI/ citation /aI/ recitation /I/ 

/OI/ exploit /OI/ exploitation /OI/  

/u/ compute /u;/ computation /u/ Circular /@/ 

Table 1.1 Examples of vowels in stressed, unstressed and reduced syllables (adopted from 

Ladefoged, 2011 and modified after Wells, 2008*) 

Cruttenden comments on reduced syllables and claims that they are “the least prominent 

syllables” and they are realized by means of any of the three reduced vowels with centre quality 

(i.e. /@/, /I/, /U/) (Cruttenden, 2008, p. 154). 

In this respect Skaličková explains that Czech language does not use reduction of vowels in 

unstressed syllables and, therefore, their vowels do not lose almost anything from their acoustic 

features, whereas in English any full vowel or a diphthong can be reduced 
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(Skaličková, 1979, p. 148). Furthemore, according to Holub reduction of vowels in either 

position of words reduces intelligibility of the Czech language, thus vowels in Czech unstressed 

syllables are suggested to be pronounced fully without any exceptions (Holub, 2005, p. 364). 

On the other hand, Roach states that reduction of syllables is one of the key features of 

English which also influences the rhythm, therefore, distinction between stressed-time 

and syllable-timed languages (see sections 3.1 and 3.2) can be linked to whether languages use 

vowel reduction or not. Such reduction of syllables is performed by centralizing the vowel 

quality to sounds that are similar to schwa. This set of words is provided as an example: 

photograph /"f@Ut@grA;f/, photography /f@"tQgr@fi/ and photographic /%f@Ut@"gr&fIk/             

(EPP – Glossary, 20092). 

Wells adds that it is reasonable to distinguish between unstressed syllables that have strong 

vowels as their centre and those that contain weak vowels because such differences also affect 

the rhythm (Wells, 2008, p. 892). 

1.3.1 Weak vowels /@/, /i/, /u/ 

Roach describes schwa /@/ as one of the most common vowels which is constantly linked to 

weak syllables. The schwa has a quality of mid-central and there is very little energy needed to 

produce it. For a foreign learner, however, it is important to be familiar with the correct usage of 

this vowel in terms of its occurrence (Roach, 2009, p. 65).  

Another example of weak vowels presented by Roach (2009) is /i/. Quality of this vowel is 

somewhere between /I/ and /i;/ and is described as close front unrounded. It can appear (a) as 

a word-final of words ending in “-y” or “-ey” following one or more consonants 

(e.g. busy /"bIzi/, alley /"&li/) and as a morpheme-final of words with suffixes starting 

with a vowel (e.g. easier /"i;zi@/, funniest /"fVni@st/, carrying /"k&riIN/); (b) if unstressed prefixes 

like “pre-“, “re-“, “de-“ appear before a vowel (e.g. reorganize /ri"O;g@naIz/, preamble 

/pri"&mb@l/, deactivate /di"&ktIveIt/); (c) as the suffixes “-ious”, “-iate” if they are pronounced 

as two syllables (e.g. negotiate /nI"g@USieIt/, various /"ve@ri@s/); (d) as unstressed personal 

pronouns “he /hi/”, “she /Si/”, “we /wi/”, “me /mi/”, as well as the word “be /bi/” and also the 

determiner “the /Di/” when used before a vowel (ibid., p. 66-67). 

Finally, in relation to weak syllables, Roach (2009) describes the vowel /u/ as close back 

rounded and it does not appear very often. Most of its occurrences is in unstressed words 

                                                 
2 Reduction 
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“you /ju/”, “to /tu/”, “into /"Intu/”, “do /du/” with restriction of not being directly before 

consonants. It is also present in words “through /Tru/” and “who /hu/” if they are not stressed 

and when it is preceded by other vowel as in “evaluation /i%v&lju"eIS@n/” (ibid., p. 68). 

1.3.1 Syllabic consonants /@l/, /@n/, /@m/, /@N/, /@r/ 

Syllabic consonants are, according to Roach, regarded as weak syllables and they represent 

the centre of syllables instead of the vowels (Roach, 2009, p. 68). In order to distinguish the 

syllabic consonants from their non-syllabic partners, they will be marked with superscripted 

schwa (i.e. /@l/ for syllabic “l”, /@n/ for syllabic “n” etc.), such identification of syllabic 

consonants is adopted from Longman Pronunciation Dictionary 3rd edition by Wells. 

Wells adds that it is also possible to pronounce the vowel “schwa /@/” together with a non-

syllabic consonant as an alternative to the syllabic consonant (e.g. suddenly /"sVd@nli/ 

or /"sVd@nli/). However, the latter case does not happen very often (Wells, 2008, p. 799). 

Another aspect that Wells (2008) considers is that syllabic consonants may become non-

syllabic consonants if one of the weak vowels appears directly after them. This effect is 

described as “compression” thus the following word “threatening” can be pronounced as three-

syllable word /"Tret @n IN/ or it can be compressed and pronounced as having only two syllables 

/"Tret nIN/ (ibid.). 

2 Stress 

Stress according to Roach represents one of the prosodic or suprasegmental features of 

speech. The terms prosodic and suprasegmental are used interchangeably in English phonetics, 

where the term suprasegmental is preferred more by American phoneticians                    

(EPP – Glossary, 20093). Richards describes prosodic features as “sound characteristics which 

affect the whole sequences of syllables” (Richards, 2010, p. 470). Roach (2009) also states that it 

is still not clear how many of the prosodic features there are in speech and provides only the 

most commonly discussed such as pitch, loudness, stress and rhythm (ibid.). 

As it was already stated in section 1.2, there are some disputes about the correct usage of 

terminology with respect to phenomenon generally called “stress”. For the purpose of this thesis 

the word “stress” is used to refer to greater prominence of a syllable in order to make it more 

noticeable from the others as well as applying more muscular and respiratory energy on strong 

syllables. 

                                                 
3 Suprasegmentals 
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When dealing with stress, it is also important to consider its different categories and their 

concepts by different authors. Richards distinguishes different types of stresses as follows: 

(a) word stress – stress pattern within a word, so in polysyllabic words it is possible to 

distinguish different levels of stress e.g. primary and secondary etc. (see section 2.1); 

(b) sentence stress – only some words in an utterance are stressed, such words are described as 

“content words”; (c) emphatic stress – used whenever a speaker wishes to emphasize any word 

within an utterance (Richards, 2010, p. 561). Roach, however, describes the above mentioned 

“sentence stress” as being old-fashioned and rather calls it as “accentual function of intonation” 

where he refers to tonic stress within a tone-unit (Roach, 2009, p. 153); see section 2.3. 

Ladefoged asserts that in English and other languages that are thought of as being stress-timed 

it is the stress that governs the rhythm of speech by means of variations in its usage. He further 

explains that stress in English words is unpredictable and one cannot simply decide in 

accordance to the phonological structure of a word (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 249) and, therefore, 

Roach suggests that learners should, when learning vocabulary, learn also the stress pattern of 

individual words (Roach, 2009, p. 76). 

According to Ladefoged, the stress in Czech words is described as being "fixed", where he 

points out that it is commonly being found on first syllables of words (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 249). 

Krčmová explains that this seems to be true for words in isolation, however, in connected 

speech, this does not have to necessarily apply to each word, thus some stresses do not have to 

be realized and such words can be unified with others forming a foot (Krčmová, 20084). 

See section 3.2. 

2.1 Levels of stress 

In previous sections of this thesis stressed and unstressed syllables were dealt with while 

mentioning the term “stress”. In English, however, it is possible to recognize several levels of 

stress according to their “levels of prominence”. 

For the purpose of demonstration of different levels of stress Roach recommends dealing 

with words pronounced in their citation forms (i.e. pronounced in isolation rather than in 

connected speech) (Roach, 2009, p. 75). 

                                                 
4 Slovní přízvuk – www.http://is.muni.cz/do/1499/el/estud/ff/js08/fonetika/ucebnice/ch07s02s01.html 
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Stress levels are closely linked to a number of syllables within a word. Roach (2009) states 

that if there is only one syllable in a word and the word is pronounced in its citation form, the 

syllable receives stress (ibid., p. 76). 

Roach further explains that in two-syllable words one of the syllables is either stressed or 

unstressed. When it is stressed, it also receives primary stress. In polysyllabic words it is possible 

to recognize another level of prominence which is called the secondary stress. It appears in 

words such as “photographic /%f@Ut @ "gr&f Ik/” and is marked by a lower vertical line before the 

syllable in consideration (%). The primary stress, on the other hand, is marked by an upper 

vertical line before the syllable which it applies to ("). Thus the syllable /%f@Ut/ receives 

secondary stress and the syllable /"gr&f/ receives primary stress. The syllables /@/ and /Ik/ are 

unstressed (ibid., p. 75). 

Another point still needs to be mentioned and that is according to Roach (2009) the 

importance of recognizing also unstressed syllables that contain vowels /@/, /I/, /i/, /u/ or syllabic 

consonants since those unstressed syllables will appear less prominent than those that have any 

other vowels at their centres. In relation to this matter he also provides examples of two words, 

one of them being the word “poetic /p@U"etIk/” and the other “pathetic /p@"TetIk/”. Both of these 

words have their first syllable unstressed but more prominence will carry the first syllable of the 

word “poetic /p@U/” than the one of the word “pathetic /p@/” because the latter contains a weak 

vowel commonly known as schwa (ibid.); see also section 1.3. 

According to Krčmová, in Czech there is also certain notion of different levels of stress, but 

since Czech belongs to languages that she describes as being "weak" in terms of stress, the 

difference between stressed and unstressed syllables is subtle, therefore unimportant. Generally 

stressed and unstressed syllables have certain prominence and height, but the stressed syllable is 

somewhat more prominent and higher in pitch than the unstressed syllable, which on the other 

hand is described as having a level tone (Krčmová, 20085). 

In addition Krčmová (2008) states that occurrence of primary and secondary stresses is 

mostly detectable in long words on their odd syllables in slow and careful speech as in the word 

""pomíjejí%cnost" and the secondary stress can be also noticed in compound words such as 

""politicko%ekonomický" (ibid.). 

                                                 
5 Slovní přízvuk – www.http://is.muni.cz/do/1499/el/estud/ff/js08/fonetika/ucebnice/ch07s02s01.html 
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Finally, according to Skaličková, the main function of stress in Czech is connected solely with 

defining the boundaries of words (Skaličková, 1979, p. 148). 

2.1.1 Morphologically simple words 

Let us now inspect the pronunciation of some words which are taken from online Oxford 

Learner’s Dictionaries (henceforth OLD). 

All the words dealt with are written in capital letters (e.g. “key” = KEY) and are pronounced 

in their citation form by a male speaker of General British which is an accent not associated 

with any particular region (OALD, 2010, p. R45). 

The following Figures 2.1 – 2.3 are generated by Praat and each of them represents 

a waveform (at the very top) of a particular word as well as its intensity (in the middle) along 

with the pitch (at the bottom). The horizontal axes of all the individual segments represent time 

in seconds; the vertical axis of the waveform represents amplitude which represents the amount 

of air pressure and it is measured in Pascal [Pa]; the vertical axis of the intensity represents 

loudness which is measured in decibels [dB]; and finally the vertical axis of the pitch is 

measured in Hertz [Hz]. 

 

Figure 2.1 One-syllable word KEY 

In Figure 2.1 deals with the word KEY. Because it is a one syllable word, the stress seems to 

fall on the only syllable available; therefore, it receives primary stress (Roach, 2009, p. 76). 
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Figure 2.2 Two-syllable word OPEN 

Figure 2.2 shows a two-syllable word OPEN. The first syllable appears to be higher in pitch 

and intensity as well as longer than the second syllable; it is pronounced with more energy 

involved and receives stress. Also the second syllable cannot receive stress because it contains 

a weak vowel /@/. 

 

Figure 2.3 Three-syllable word ENTERTAIN 
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A three-syllable word ENTERTAIN in Figure 2.3 shows more levels of stress. Here it is 

possible to notice that the first syllable and third syllable are more prominent than the second 

syllable /@/, which is weak and, therefore, unstressed. However, the third syllable is slightly 

higher in pitch and is also longer in duration than the first syllable. The first syllable receives 

secondary stress and the third has primary stress. 

2.1.2 Morphologically complex words 

Morphologically simple words have been dealt with in the previous section so far, so let us 

now have a look at words whose structure is somewhat more sophisticated. 

Roach defines complex words as “being composed of more than one grammatical unit” 

and he also stresses the importance of distinguishing between two types of complex words of 

which the first type are words created by a means of affixes (i.e. prefixes, suffixes or 

combination of both) and the second type are words commonly known as compound words 

which are, on the other hand, created by a means of two, and in some occasional cases more, 

individual words (Roach, 2009, p. 82). 

For the first case Roach divides affixes into suffixes and prefixes, where suffixes can be 

divided into three categories from the point of view of their stress influence. In this respect we, 

therefore, recognize suffixes that are stress carrying, which means the suffix itself receives 

primary stress. Such suffixes are: “-ee as in evacuee /i%v&kju"i;/”, “-eer as in pioneer /%paI@"nI@/”, 

“-ese as in Chinese /%tSaI"ni;z/”, “-ette as in usherette /%VS@"ret/”, “-esque as in Romanesque 

/%r@Um@"nesk/” (Roach, 2009, p. 83-84). 

The second type of suffixes which Roach provides is the one which do not affect position of 

stress within a word so the word’s stress remains in the same position as if the suffix were not 

there; examples of such suffixes are as follows: “-able in fashionable /"f&S@n@b@l/”, “-age in 

baggage /"b&gIdZ/”, “-al in magical /"m&dZIk@l/”, “-en in wooden /"wUd@n/”, “-ful in beautiful 

/"bju;t@f@l/”, “-ing in drinking /"drINkIN/”, “-like in birdlike /"b3;dlaIk/”, “-less in hopeless 

/"h@Upl@s/”, “-ly in hurriedly /"hVridli/”, “-ment in development /di"vel@pm@nt/”, “-ness in 

blindness /"blaIndn@s/”, “-ous in poisonous /"pOIz@n@s/”, “-fy in glorify /"glO;rIfaI/”, “-wise in 

clockwise /"klQkwaIz/”, “-y in sunny /"sVni/” and “-ish when the words are adjectives as in 

devilish /"dev@lIS/” (Roach, 2009, p. 84). 

And last but definitely not least which Roach (2009) mentions are the suffixes that do not 

carry stress themselves but they cause stress shift within the stems of the words they are applied 

to. Such suffixes are: “-eous in advantageous /%&dv@n"teIdZ@s/”, “-graphy in photography 
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/f@"tQgr@fi/”, “-ial in adverbial /@d"v3;bi@l/”, “-ic in economic /%i;k@"nQmIk/”, “-ion in hesitation 

/%hezI"teIS@n/”, “-ious in injurious /In"dZU@ri@s/”, “-ty in tranquillity /træŋˈkwɪləti/” and “-ive in 

reflexive /ri"fleksɪv/”; these suffixes shift the stress of the stem to its last syllable (ibid.). For 

graphical images of words with and without suffixes of each of the three categories see 

appendices 1-3. 

Now let us have a look at the second type of complex words which according to Roach are 

compound words. There are, however, several types of them. Mostly they constitute two 

individual English words capable of having their own meaning themselves. Compound words 

also differ in the way they are written. They can be written as one word as in “armchair 

/"A;mtSe@/” or “blackbird /"bl&kb3;d/”, they can be separated by a hyphen as in “fairy-tale 

/"fe@riteI@l/” or they can be written as two separate words as in “business card /"bIzn@skA;d/”. 

Roach in respect to the latter case stresses the difficulties this may cause to foreign learners 

because it is not always clear whether the words are compounds or not (Roach, 2009, p. 85). 

When it comes to stress patterns in compound words, Wells notes that it is to some point 

necessary to distinguish between compounds and phrases, which can, in some cases, resemble 

compound words. In this respect, compound words have usually “early stress” which means their 

first part is more prominent than the other as in “blackbird /"bl&kb3;d/” or “business card 

/"bIzn@skA;d/” . On the other hand, the phrases have in most occasions “late stress” which means 

the second part is more prominent than the first one as in “next time /%neks"taIm/”. However, the 

rules mentioned above are general and theoretical, while in practice, the speakers can, if they 

wish so, emphasize any part of the compound or phrase by pronouncing either word 

with primary stress (Wells, 2008, p. 171). 

2.2 Stress shift 

It is quite common in English that the stress pattern of words can change according to 

contexts. Wells argues that words which are pronounced in connected speech have in some 

situations different stress patterns as if they were pronounced in their citation form. This 

phenomenon is called stress shift (Wells, 2008, p. 784) and as Roach explains, the purpose of its 

occurrence is probably to avoid having stressed syllables too close to each other in order to 

maintain regular rhythm; however, he claims that the reason for the existence of stress shift is 

only speculation and also has not been scientifically proved yet (EPP – Glossary, 20096). Wells 

provides the word “Japanese” as an example and explains that in citation form it is pronounced 

                                                 
6 Stress-shift 
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with primary stress on the third syllable and secondary stress occurs on the first syllable thus 

“%Japa"nese” but when there is another word added to form the phrase “Japanese language”, the 

stress pattern of the word “Japanese” changes forming phrase “%Japanese "language” (Wells, 

2008, p. 784). Similarly it is with the words “%thir"teen” and “"people” when they are said 

together in a phrase “%thirteen "people” the stress pattern changes. In addition to this Wells 

(2008) also remarks that stress-shift is more likely to occur in words which have secondary stress 

before primary stress (ibid.). 

2.3 Word stress within a tone-unit 

In the previous sections of this thesis we dealt with stressed and unstressed syllables within 

words spoken in isolation. Now let us have a look at larger units which can be recognized in 

continuous speech. Roach explains that speech is composed of “a number of utterances” which 

are composed of minimally one or a number of “tone-units” which are then composed of 

minimally one or a number of feet which are then composed of minimally one or a number of 

syllables (Roach, 2009, p. 130). 

According to Cruttenden, in connected speech there are certain words which are likely to 

receive stress and, therefore, be felt as more prominent than others that surround them; such 

words are called "lexical words" and they constitute of nouns, main verbs, adjectives, adverbs 

and demonstrative pronouns. On the other hand, words which are rarely to receive stress are 

described as "function words" and they are auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, pronouns, relative 

pronouns, prepositions and articles. Function words, however, can be pronounced as stressed if it 

is appropriate to the meaning they should convey (Cruttenden, 2008, p. 263). 

In addition, Ladefoged explains that in continuous speech it is possible to find certain words 

(or rather syllables) that are even more prominent than other prominent syllables. These are 

called “tonic syllables”. He, therefore, distinguishes syllables within an utterance as either being 

stressed or unstressed. The unstressed then can be either with or without a weak vowel and the 

stressed syllables may either have tonic stress or may not. If they do, they become the tonic 

syllables (Ladefoged, 2011, p. 114). See Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Division of syllables within an utterance (adopted from Ladefoged, 2011) 

Roach asserts that a tonic syllable is a compulsory component of a tone-unit. And that each 

tone-unit consists of only one tonic syllable. A tone-unit is generally divided into a pre-head, 

head, tonic syllable and tail.  The pre-head is to be found at the very beginning of the tone-unit 

and it consists of all the unstressed syllables. After the pre-head follows the head which starts 

with the first stressed syllable within the tone-unit and it extends up to the tonic syllable. 

And finally the tail consists of any other syllables stressed or unstressed following the tonic 

syllable. However, it is important to say that the above mentioned components of the tone-unit, 

apart from the tonic syllable, do not have to be necessarily present (Roach, 2009, p. 130-131). 

In addition Roach (2009) claims that the placement of the tonic syllable would be most likely 

in the last lexical word of the tone-unit (or its stressed syllable if the word is polysyllabic). 

However it is also important to note that any word of the tone-unit can acquire tonic stress since 

it is claimed to be connected with “the focus of information” (ibid., p.153). 

The tone-unit itself is rather connected with intonation than with rhythm, however, it is 

deliberately mentioned in this thesis due to three main reasons. The first being the purpose of 

completeness in terms of levels of stress so there is some notion about tonic stress which, as 

Ladefoged (2011, p. 250) puts it, is “more primary level of stress”. The second is that according 

to Skaličková stress, intonation and rhythm are all parts of suprasegmental features of the 

language and the intonation seems to be connected with the stress because, in certain contexts, 

stressed syllables receive different pitch height than unstressed syllables would receive if they 

appeared at the same position (Skaličková, 1979, p. 158). And the last reason is in this case also 

relevant to the rhythm issue and that concerns the tone-unit boundaries. 

The boundaries of the tone-unit can be in some occasions very difficult to distinguish. 

Cruttenden claims that they can be decided according to different factors of which one of the 

most noticeable are the pauses in speech. Other factors comprise of lengthening of the last 
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syllable (whether stressed, unstressed or even reduced) of the tone-unit. The boundaries can be 

also signalled by means of change in speed of unstressed syllables being pronounced much 

quicker at the beginning of the next tone-unit (Cruttenden, 2008, p. 270-271). Roach comments 

on tone-unit boundaries and states that they can be identified in accordance with the rhythm 

“discontinuity” (EPP – Glossary, 20097). However, within the tone-unit the rhythm seems to be 

somewhat isochronous (Roach, 2009, p. 142). 

Therefore, the factors mentioned above shall be also considered in practical part of this thesis 

since they may to a certain extent influence the results of regularity in the rhythm of the speech 

sample. 

3 Rhythm 

Roach claims that “speech is perceived as a sequence of events in time“ and that “the timing 

of speech is not random” (EPP – Glossary, 20098). According to Skaličková acquisition of 

correct rhythm contributes a great deal to intelligibility of speech, even more than correct 

production of individual phonemes (Skaličková, 1979, p. 153). 

Since Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary generally defines rhythm as "a strong regular 

repeated pattern of sounds or movements" (Hornby, 2010, p. 1314), thus in order to be able to 

experience the rhythm of speech there is a need for the speech to evince some sort of regularity 

within it. Therefore, in connection with this, the mentioned regularity can be, according to 

Ladefoged, recognized by means of different timings, where English rhythm is described as 

being stress-timed and Czech, on the other hand, as being syllable-timed 

(Ladefoged, 2011, p. 249). 

3.1 Stress-timed rhythm 

Cruttenden (2008, p. 264) explains that English speech rhythm is thought to be connected 

to “stress-timing”. Roach describes the stress-timed rhythm as a “rhythmical type” which is 

realized by means of regularly occurring stressed syllables where the time durations between 

stressed syllables have a tendency to be of approximately the same length, this enables speech to 

be separated into individual feet (EPP – Glossary, 20099).  

                                                 
7 Tone-unit 
8 Rhythm 
9 Stress-timing 
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A foot is described by Roach as a “unit of rhythm” and it always contains only one stressed 

syllable which at the same time identifies the beginning of the foot. One stressed syllable is 

a minimum number of syllables within one foot; however, the stressed syllable can be also 

followed by a number of unstressed syllables. The main point here is that English feet have 

a tendency to have approximately the same length regardless the number of syllables they 

contain, therefore, when one foot contains only one syllable (in such case stressed) and next foot 

contains three syllables of which only the first is stressed, for example; there is a need of syllable 

"compression" of the two unstressed syllables in order to compensate the total duration of the 

foot (EPP – Glossary, 200910). 

Roach (2009, p. 108) provides the following sentence as an example: 

"Walk "down the "path to the "end of the ca"nal 

Above it is possible to notice that several stresses appeared within the sentence. Based on this 

we are now able to divide the sentence into feet by putting vertical lines before the stress marks, 

thus: 

|"wO;k  |"daUnD@  |"pA;Tt@Di  |"end@vD@k@  |"n&l | 

By theory each of the feet above should take roughly the same amount of time, however, as 

Roach (2009) points out, any attempts of proving such regularity instrumentally have not been 

very satisfactory (ibid., p. 110), however, from psychological point of view it seems that our 

brain tends to notice such regularities even where there are almost none                    

(EPP – Glossary, 200911). 

Ladefoged is concerned that there are other factors than stress that play an important role in 

order to preserve the rhythm of speech. He argues that it is also important to bear in mind that 

some of the stresses within an utterance may not be realized to avoid too many of them 

appearing next to each other. Furthermore, composition and number of syllables within a foot 

seem to be also important as well as emphasis that the speaker gives to certain words 

(Ladefoged, 2011, p. 118). 

Roach further explains that since stresses can vary in accordance to context there is a need of 

further research in order to fully explain the principles of speech rhythm. It seems clear, 

however, that in some situations speech shows a great deal of regularity, which is a case of 
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controlled public speech, and in other cases it proves the opposite; this may be the cases when 

the speakers are nervous or hesitant (Roach, 2009, p. 110). 

3.2 Syllable-timed rhythm 

Previous section dealt with stress-timed rhythm which is generally associated with English. 

Ladefoged states that in Czech the rhythm of speech is governed by syllables, thus syllable-timed 

(Ladefoged, 2011, p. 249) and it appears that all syllables tend to be of the same length (ibid., p. 

252). According to Roach, total durations of feet in syllable-timed languages depend on the 

number of syllables they contain (Roach, 2009, p. 108). 

Individual feet can be divided according to basic rules which are described by Holub as 

follows: (a) polysyllabic words occurring next to each other create individual feet, e.g. |"Zítra 

|"přijedeme |"domů |"později|; (b) a monosyllabic word can appear as an individual foot, usually 

can be found in final position of a tone-unit, e.g. |"Zítra |"přijede |"domů |"sám|; 

(c) a monosyllabic word is usually linked to the preceding word forming one foot 

e.g. |"Zítrasetam |"pojede |"podívat|; (d) a monosyllabic word can be linked to the following word 

as an unstressed anacrusis, e.g. |"Přišel |"pozdě |a "anise |"neomluvil|; (e) a monosyllabic word can 

be linked to the following word and become a stressed syllable, this is a standard case of 

monosyllabic prepositions (i.e. na, nad, pod, u, za, před, do, ve, při, přes, se, ze, o), e.g. |"Zítra 

|"pojedou |"sevšemi |"dětmi |"navýlet |"doPrahy| (Holub, 2005, p. 371). 

Feet, according to Holub (2005), do not tend to equalize their durations and their length is 

dependent on the number of syllables that appear within. The length of syllables is then 

dependent on the individual segments (ibid.). 

Roach in this respect also claims that in syllable-timed languages durations of syllables 

(whether they are stressed or unstressed) is approximately the same, however, he also adds to 

this point that "many phoneticians doubt whether any language is truly syllable-timed"         

(EPP – Glossary, 200912). 

In addition Roach further explains that it is also believed that all languages show certain 

attributes of both syllable and stress-timed rhythms but some may relate more either to the 

former or to the latter type of rhythm (Roach, 2009, p. 116). 

 

 
                                                 
12 Syllable-timing 
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PRACTICAL PART 

4 Introduction to speech analysis 

The purpose of the practical part of this thesis is to analyze speech recordings of both 

languages (English and Czech) and compare them. The recording of the English speech is taken 

from the website UCL – Speech, Hearing & Phonetic Sciences and the recording of the Czech 

speech is provided by Mgr. Kamila Ivanová, the editor of Český Rozhlas Olomouc. 

In order to be able to perform the actual comparison some data need to be obtained first. This 

is done by uploading each recording inside of Praat and measuring individual syllables of either 

language. By doing this we get some primary data in form of individual syllable durations. For 

the purpose of the actual comparison Standard Deviation method is chosen. Firstly, the mean 

(average) is calculated from the primary data. This information is then used to calculate the 

Standard Deviation (henceforth SD). Such procedure is performed for both languages separately. 

Similarly the same procedure is done for the duration of each foot. 

The SD is calculated according to the following formula: 

 

4.1 Hypotheses 

First of all let us start by formulating some basic hypotheses which are based on the findings 

from the theoretical part of this thesis and since the two languages should prove some sort of 

isochrony based on the type of their timing it is possible to deduce that: 

1) In English the length of unstressed syllables should depend on whether unstressed syllables 

contain full or weak vowels, thus, unstressed syllables containing weak vowels should be shorter 

than those containing full vowels. 

2) Unstressed syllables in English should be shorter than unstressed syllables in Czech, 

because unstressed syllables in Czech always contain full vowels since reduction of vowels is 

not appropriate for this language. 

3) Stressed syllables in English should be longer than stressed syllables in Czech. This is 

because there should not be any significant difference between Czech syllables whether stressed 

or unstressed, however, in English the stressed syllables are supposed to be longer than 

unstressed syllables. 
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4) Individual feet in English should be more or less the same in length, this is caused by the 

tendency of stressed syllables to appear in regular intervals of time. 

5) Individual feet in Czech should differ in length because the rhythm is said to be syllable-

timed, therefore syllables should appear in regular intervals of time and the feet should be 

somewhat equal in length in accordance to a number of syllables they contain. 

6) Tonic syllables should be the longest. 

It is, therefore, possible to expect that the SD for syllable duration should evince lower value 

for Czech syllables than for the English syllables which, on the other hand, should prove greater 

variance, whereas the SD of foot duration should show lower value for English feet than for the 

Czech feet, because according to the theory Czech feet do not tend to equalize their duration as 

they seem to do in English. 

5 Speech samples 

5.1 English speech sample 

The following extract is spoken by Susan Ramsaran, a female RP speaker (Wells, 201313). 

“One day last year, when I was driving back to work after I'd had lunch, I had an amazing 

and unforgettable experience. It must have been two o'clock — or perhaps a quarter of an hour 

later, a quarter past two. It was an incredible thing, really: I was sitting there at the steering 

wheel of my new car, waiting for the lights to change, when all of a sudden the car started to 

shake this way and that, rocking from side to side, throwing me backwards and forwards, up 

and down. I felt as if I was riding a bucking horse. Worse than that, some mysterious spirit or 

hostile force seemed to be venting its vast fury upon the earth. And the noise! — there was 

a kind of deep groaning and horrible awesome grinding which seemed to fill the air. And then, 

a short while after, the whole paroxysm had stopped, just as suddenly. Everything was calm 

and smooth again, quiet and peaceful once more. I put my foot down, just a gentle pressure on 

the accelerator (or the gas pedal, as it's known in America), and drove off. Everything was utterly 

normal once more.” 

                                                 
13 www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/wells/accentsanddialects/ 
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“So then — was this some very local and momentary earth tremor which had struck us? Or, I 

ask myself, was it a supernatural visitation, some fiery storm of diabolical wrath? Or was it, 

rather, merely that I'd drunk a double vodka or two during my lunch?” (Wells, 2013). 

5.1.1 English sample transcription 

First of all it is worth noting some remarks for this particular speaker. 

As Wells explains, in this particular speech sample the speaker uses non-rhotic /r/ and as 

a result there is dropped /r/ in the word utterly /Vt@li/ which results in having a syllabic /@l/ thus 

/Vt@li/. Linking /r/ appears in sets of words like “after I’d”, “quarter of”, “or I” and there is also 

one example of intrusive /r/ in the phrase “vodka or two” and of an intrusive /j/ as in the phrase 

“I ask myself”. Smoothing appears in the words “diabolical /%da@"bQlIk@l/ instead of 

/%daI@"bQlIk@l/”, “throwing /"Tr@IN/ instead of /"Tr@UIN/” and in the phrase “two o’clock 

/"tU@"klQk / instead of /"tu; @"klQk /”. The word “wrath” is here pronounced with a long vowel 

/O;/ instead of /Q/ thus /rO;T/ and semivowel /j/ appears in words like “new /nju;/”, “during 

/"djU@rIN/” and “supernatural /%sju;p@"n&tS@r@l/”. It also seems that words like “really”, “fiery”, 

“utterly”, “fury” end with a short vowel /I/ in this particular case instead of usual /i/ 

(Wells, 2013). 

I myself listened to the recording countless times and I took the advantage of LPD 3rd edition 

to transcribe the following speech sample. 

Tone-units in the transcription below are divided by a double slash (perceived as shorter or 

longer pauses). Individual feet are divided by a single slash beginning with a stressed syllable 

and containing all the unstressed syllables that follow it up to another stressed syllable which 

belongs to another foot. Primary and secondary stresses are marked by (") for primary stress and 

(%) for secondary stress. Tonic syllables are in bold and they are identified according to their 

pitch change. After the end of the tone-unit some unstressed syllables are surprisingly identified 

with hardly noticeable secondary stress. For more information on the speech sample see 

Table 4.1. 
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|| "wVndeI |%lA;st |"jI@ || %wenaIw@z |"draIvIN |%b&kt@ |"w3;k || "A;ft@raId |%h&d |"lVntS || aI 

|"h&d@n@ |"meIzIN@n || %Vnf@ |"get@b@lIk |"spI@ri@nts || %Itm@st@bIn |"tU@ |"klQk || %O;p@ |"h&ps@ 

|| "kwO;t@r@v@n |"aU@ |"leIt@ || @ |"kwO;t@ |"pA;s |"tu; || %Itw@z@nIn |"kred@b@l |"TIN || "rI@lI || aIw@z 

|"sItIN |"De@ || @tD@ |"stI@rINwi;@l@v || %maI |%nju; |"kA; || "weItINf@D@ |"laItst@ |"tSeIndZ || wen 

|"O;l@v@ |"sVd@n || D@ |"kA; |"stA;tIdt@ |"SeIk || %DIsweI@n |"D&t || "rQkINfr@m |"saIt@ |"saId 

|| "Tr@INmi |"b&kw@dz@n |"fO;w@dz || %Vp@n |"daUn || aI |"felt@zIf WW|| aIw@z |"raIdIN@ |"bVkIN |"hO;s 

|| "w3;sD@n |"D&t || %sVmmI |"stI@ri@s |"spIrIt || %O; |"hQstaI@l |"fO;s || %si;mdt@bI |"ventINIts |"vA;st 

|"fjU@rI@ || "pQnDi |"3;T || @nD@ |"nOIz || D@w@z@ |"kaInd@v |"di;p |"gr@UnIN || @nd |"hQr@b@l 

|"O;s@m |"graIndIN || wItS |"si;mdt@ |"fIlDi |"e@ || @n |"Den || @ |"SO;t |%waI@l |"A;ft@ || D@ |"h@Ul 

|"p&r@k |%sIz@mh@d |"stQpt || dZVst@ |"sVd@nlI || "evriTINw@z |"kA;m@n |"smu;D@ |"gen 

|| "kwaI@t@n |"pi;sf@l |%wVnts |"mO; || aI |"pUtmaI |%fUt |"daUn || "dZVst@ |"dZent@l |"preS@rQnDi@k 

|"sel@reIt@ || %O;D@ |"g&sped@l || @zIts |"n@UnIn@ |"merIk@ || @n |%dr@Uv |"Qf || "evriTINw@z |%Vt@lI 

|"nO;m@l || %wVnts |"mO; || %s@U |"Den || "wQzDIs |"sVm || %verI |"l@Uk@l@n || "m@Um@ntrI |"3;T 

|%Wtrem@ || wItS@d |"strVk |%Vs || %O;raI |"jA;skmaI |"self || %wQzIt@ |%sju;p@ |"n&tS@r@l |%vIzI |"teIS@n 

|| %sVm |"faI@rI |"stO;m@v || %da@ |"bQlIk@l |"rO;T || %O; |"wQzIt |"rA;D@ || "mI@lI || D@taId |"drVNk@ 

|%dVb@l |"vQdk@ || rO; |"tu; || %djU@rINmaI |"lVntS || 

 

1-syllable 

words 

2-syllable 

words 

3-syllable 

words 

4-syllable 

words 

5-syllable 

words 
Total 

180 45 6 8 2 241 

Total number of syllables 330 

5 longest syllables 

nOIz 

(837,617) 

fO;s 

(620,03) 

hO;s 

(596,5) 

tSeIndZ 

(591,438) 

stQpt 

(535,633) 

5 shortest syllables 

@ 

(31,516) 

@ 

(35,446) 

@ 

(38,241) 

@ 

(42,021) 

@ 

(42,261) 

Most frequent words 

and (11) was (10) the (9) a (9) I (9) 

Table 4.1 Additional information on the English speech sample 
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5.2 Czech speech sample 

The following extract is spoken by a Czech actress Hana Maciuchová and it was provided by 

Mgr. Kamila Ivanová, the editor of Český Rozhlas Olomouc. 

„Víte, že o soukromých záležitostech nemluvím. Ani při procházkách. Ale je pravda, že jsme 

se s Johnem spřátelili. Hodně mi pomohl i při natáčení. Je skvělé, když máte hereckého partnera, 

s nímž si rozumíte jen mrknutím oka. Zase ten váš ironický úsměv, mladíku. Nemluvím o sexu. 

Mluvím o tom, že v herecké práci jste často před kamerou s někým, kdo je vám nesympatický. 

Lidsky vám vůbec nekonvenuje. Ale scénář předepisuje hluboké souznění a pak je to opravdu 

těžká práce. Ale když máte štěstí na člověka, s nímž vám to hraje i lidsky, pak je to úplně něco 

jiného. A my jsme spolu před kamerou nehráli, my jsme spolu před kamerou žili.“ 

„Vlastně ani nevím, kolikrát mě požádal o ruku. Třikrát, možná čtyřikrát. Vymýšlel bláznivé 

cesty. Jednou se chtěl ženit dokonce v Mexiku, jindy na jachtě v moři. Hodně jsme si rozuměli. 

Ale byly věci, v nichž jsme se nedokázali shodnout. John miloval Hollywood. Miloval ty tisíce 

dopisů od fanynek, které týden co týden dostával. Miloval blesky fotoaparátů. Miloval celou tu 

„show“. Všechno to, co mě nahánělo husí kůži. Jednou jsem mu řekla, že se tedy vezmeme 

a odjedeme někam farmařit. Jen my dva.  A možná pak nějaké děti, pokud je budeme mít. 

Nechtěl.“ 
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5.2.1 Czech sample transcription 

|| "vi;tE || "ZE?o |"soukromi;x |"za;lEZItostEx |"nEmluvi;m || ?"aJI |"p r̝̊ Iproxa;ska;x || "alEjE 

|"pravda || "ZEsmEsE |"zdZonEm |"sp r̝̊ a;tElIlI || "§odJEmI |"pomo§l!?I |"p r̝  Inata;tSEJi; || "jE 

|"skvjElE; || "gdIZ |"ma;tE |"§ErEtskE;§o |"partnEra || "sJi;mSsI |"rozumi;tEjEn |"mrknuci;m 

|?"oka || "zasE || "tEnva;S |?"IronItski; |"u;smjEf || "mlaƒi;ku || "nEmluvi;m |?"osEksu || "mluvi;m 

|?"otom || "ZE |"v§ErEtskE; |"pra;tsI || "stE |"tSasto |"p r̝̊ EtkamErou |"sJEki;m || "gdojEva;m 

|"nEsIµpatItski; || "lItskIva;m |"vu;bEts |"nEkonvEnujE || "alE |"stsE;na; r̝   || "p r̝̊ EdEpIsujE 

|"§lubokE; |"souzJEJi; || "a || "pak || "jEto |?"opravdu || "cESka; |"pra;tsE || "alE |"gdIZ |"ma;tE 

|"ScEsci; |"natSlovjEka || "sJi;mS || "va;mto |"§rajE?I |"lItskI || "pakjEto |?"u;pl!JE |"JEtso |"jInE;§o 

|| ?"amIsmE |"spolu |"pr̝̊ EtkamErou |"nE§ra;lI || "mIsmE |"spolu || "pr̝̊ EtkamErou |"ZIlI || "vlastJE 

|"aJI |"nEvi;m || "kolikra;t |"mjE |"poZa;dal |?"oruku || "t r̝̊ Ikra;t || "moZna; |"tStI r̝ Ikra;t 

|| "vImi;SlEl |"bla;zJIvE; |"tsEstI || "jEdnousE |"GcEl || "ZEJIt || "dokoNtsE |"vmEksIku || "jINdI 

|"najaGcE |"vmo r̝  I || "§odJEsmEsI |"rozumJElI || ?"alE |"bIlI |"vjEtsI || "vJIGS || "smEsE 

|"nEdoka;zalI |"s§odnout || "dZon |"mIloval |"§alIvu;t || "mIloval || "tIcIsi;tsE |"dopIsu; 

|"odfanInEk || "ktErE; |"ti;dEntso |"ti;dEn |"dosta;val || "mIloval |"blEskI |"fotoapara;tu; 

|| "mIloval |"tsEloutu |"Sou || "fSEGno |"to || "tso |"mJE || "na§a;Jelo |"§usi; |"ku;ZI || "jEdnousEm 

|"mu |" r̝  Ekla || "ZEsE |"tEdI |"vEzmEmE || "a || ?"odjEdEmE |"JEkam |"farma r̝̊ It || "jEn |"mI |"dva 

|| ?"amoZna; |"pak || "JEjakE; |"ƒEcI || "pokutjE |"budEmE |"mi;t || "nEGcEl || 

 

1-syllable 

words 

2-syllable 

words 

3-syllable 

words 

4-syllable 

words 

5-syllable 

words 

6-syllable 

words 
Total 

80 66 37 8 5 1 197 

Total number of syllables 386 

5 longest syllables 

Sou 

(726,547) 

sJi;mS  

(685,063) 

kra;t 

(613,35) 

vu;t 

(578,149) 

GcEl 

(535,251) 

5 shortest syllables 

a 

(53,13) 

to 

(57,71) 

lE 

(58,626) 

a 

(59,642) 

pI 

(60,95) 

Most frequent words 

je 

(6) 

jsme 

(5) 

s, v, ale, se, a, o, ze, to 

(4) 

Table 4.2 Additional information on the Czech speech sample 
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6 Evaluation of the analysis 

As it was already stated in the introduction to speech analysis, the SD method was used in 

order to compare the individual languages (English and Czech). 

From the theoretical part it is known that these two languages show examples of two different 

kinds of speech rhythm. Czech language belongs to a category commonly known as syllable-

timed, which means that the rhythm is governed by syllables which should have similar length. 

English, on the other hand, is an example of a stress-timed rhythm, which is characteristic of 

syllables having different durations and that the rhythm itself is governed by stress, which 

basically means that duration between stressed syllables within an utterance should have 

approximately the same length. 

The SD method was used for the purpose of examining the difference of syllable duration 

variance for both samples of speech data. In both cases all syllables of either extracts of speech 

were carefully measured in Praat, however, it is in some cases very speculative since 

determining the correct boundaries of individual syllables may be, in some occurrences, a very 

challenging task to do. For English, therefore, the syllables were divided according to Longman 

Pronunciation Dictionary, 3rd edition by Wells (2008). For Czech the syllables were divided in 

accordance to their structure. 

6.1 The Standard Deviation results 

The results were surprising in a way that the SD of syllable duration calculated for Czech 

language is 103 milliseconds per syllable and for English it is 124 milliseconds per syllable, 

which makes it a difference of 21 milliseconds  (henceforth ms) per syllable. 

In Czech the longest syllable is the word “show” with the length of 726,547 ms and the 

shortest is a conjunction “a” with the length of 53,13 ms. These are the two extremes that occur 

in the Czech sample. When these two values are subtracted it makes a difference of 673,417 ms. 

In English the difference between the longest and shortest syllable was even higher. The 

longest syllable is the word “noise” with its length of 837,617 ms, while the shortest is the article 

“a” with its length of 35, 446 ms. The difference between these two values is 802,171 ms. 

Theoretically the duration of Czech syllables should be more or less equal in length, be them 

stressed or unstressed, and in English it should vary a great deal. From the data examined it is 

clear that the differences in syllable lengths vary in both languages, however, the difference is 

greater in English. 
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By comparing the SD values of the feet durations it is possible to notice that the value is 

lower for English foot duration with a value of 133 ms per foot, where the longest foot contains 

three syllables | spI@r i @nts | and has a value of 849 ms, the shortest foot comprises of one-

syllable word | O; | with a value of 143 ms. When the two values are subtracted from each other 

we get a difference of 706 ms. 

In Czech the SD of the foot has a value of 219 ms per foot, which makes it a difference of 86 

ms in comparison with the SD of the English foot. The longest foot in Czech has a value of 1088 

ms and contains a five-syllable word | nEsIµpatItski; |, whereas the shortest foot contains only 

one-syllable word | jE | with its duration of only 75 ms. The difference between the longest and 

shortest foot is 1013 ms. 

From this point it is possible to state that greater variance in foot duration can be noticed in 

Czech language. 

For complete data and calculation of the SD for both English and Czech see Appendices 4-5. 

6.2 Comparison of unstressed syllables 

In order to be able to compare durations of English and Czech unstressed syllables, only the 

first 150 unstressed syllables of either language are taken in consideration. The main purpose of 

this is that there is an equal amount of occurrences for both languages. 

Duration 

(ms) 

700 - 

600 

600 - 

500 

500 - 

400 

400 - 

300 

300 - 

200 

200 - 

100 

100 - 

0 

EN 0 0 1 1 16 82 50 

CZ 1 1 4 9 43 72 20 

EN 0% 0% 1% 1% 11% 55% 33% 

CZ 1% 1% 3% 6% 29% 48% 13% 

Table 6.1 Occurrence of unstressed syllables according to their duration 

From Table 6.1 it is possible to derive that most of the unstressed syllables of both languages 

cumulate in the range between 300 to 0 ms. English, however, shows the highest occurrence in 

the range between 200 to 0 ms in total number of 132 occurrences out of 150, whereas in the 

range between 700 to 200 ms it shows only 18 occurrences. On the other hand, unstressed 

syllables in Czech show 82 occurrences in the range between 200 to 0 ms and 58 occurrences in 

the range between 700 to 200 ms. The unstressed syllables in Czech also account for the extreme 

values ranging from 700 to 400 ms in total number of 5 occurrences, whereas English accounts 
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for only one. For further comparison see also Table 6.2 which shows that ten longest unstressed 

syllables in Czech are on average longer than the English ones and, similarly, ten shortest 

unstressed syllables in Czech are longer than the English ones. 

Ten longest unstressed syllables Ten shortest unstressed syllables 

EN CZ EN CZ 

@nts 449,978 kra;t 613,35 @ 52,507 kI 90,688 

s@m 380,14 ka;x 534,034 @n 50,426 vE 89,247 

w@dz 297,636 vi;m 474,243 @n 49,872 ka 78,517 

@v 280,808 xa;s 469,875 @ 49,133 tE 77,863 

aI@l  260,604 lu 459,849 Di 48,609 lE 76,582 

m@st 254,991 kra;t 426,348 t@ 46,647 ka 76,292 

reIt 234,926 nEm 393,633 @ 42,261 JE 67,001 

IN 234,672 na;r ̝   391,858 @ 42,021 ka 66,871 

wi;@l 230,148 ksu 386,174 @ 38,241 pI 60,95 

Its 229,353 va;S 327,024 @ 35,446 lE 58,626 

Table 6.2 Overview of ten longest and shortest unstressed syllables of Czech and English 

6.3 Comparison of stressed syllables 

For the purpose of comparing the stressed syllables of both languages, the same approach is 

chosen as for the unstressed syllables. A number of occurrences is 150 stressed syllables of both 

languages. 

Duration 

(ms) 

900 - 

800 

800 - 

700 

700 - 

600 

600 - 

500 

500 - 

400 

400 - 

300 

300 - 

200 

200 - 

100 

100 - 

0 

EN 1 0 1 5 19 43 49 29 3 

CZ 0 1 1 1 5 19 40 69 14 

EN 1% 0% 1% 3% 13% 29% 33% 19% 2% 

CZ 0% 1% 1% 1% 3% 13% 27% 46% 9% 

Table 6.3 Occurrence of stressed syllables according to their duration 

Table 6.3 shows that most of the stressed syllables of both examined languages appear in the 

range from 400 to 100 ms. Range between 900 to 400 ms is mostly occupied by English 

syllables, where they account for 26 occurrences, while Czech shows only 8 occurrences. Czech 
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has most of its stressed syllables in the range between 300 to 0 ms, total number of 123 out of 

150, whereas English has 81 stressed syllables within the same range. 

Altogether with the previous section 6.2 where unstressed syllables of both languages were 

compared, we can notice some sort of tendency for English unstressed syllables to be of 

relatively shorter duration than Czech unstressed syllables. In case of the stressed syllables the 

tendency is other way round. English stressed syllables seem to be relatively longer than Czech 

ones. For an overview of the longest and shortest stressed syllables in either language see 

Table 6.4. 

Ten longest stressed syllables Ten shortest stressed syllables 

EN CZ EN CZ 

nOIz 837,617 Sou 726,547 n@Un 143,114 a 79,695 

fO;s 620,03 sJi;mS  685,063 O;l 142,873 ko 79,694 

hO;s 596,5 mi;t 525,804 bQl 138,814 do 79,614 

tSeIndZ 591,438 spr̝̊a; 470,056 vIz 129,739 §E 77,863 

stQpt 535,633 spo 441,66 wen 121,472 vI 77,863 

saId 527,961 za 438,782 mer 120,786 jE 75,115 

rO;T 515,686 vJIGS 412,837 ev 115,29 a 69,619 

stI@r 495,066 lIts 409,599 ver 86,646 a 63,926 

lVntS 492,593 bla;z 376,49 It 82,427 a 59,642 

3;T 484,587 ScEs 353,852 It 77,578 a 53,13 

Table 6.4 Overview of ten longest and shortest stressed syllables of Czech and English 

Tonic syllables are presented in Table 6.4 above and are printed in bold. It is evident, that 

most of the longest stressed syllables of both languages are the tonic syllables. 

7 Conclusion of the speech analysis 

After all what has been already said it is still possible to draw some conclusion. Even though 

the difference in SD value of the both languages is subtle (21 ms), it is necessary to bear in mind 

that the results are per syllable which can make a significant difference in polysyllabic words. 

Another point to be made is that the range between the longest and shortest stressed or 

unstressed syllable is higher in English by 128,754 ms, which proves, to some extent, that the 

English syllables have greater variance than the Czech syllables. 

In terms of feet, the SD has lower values for English foot duration and greater for Czech. The 

difference here is greater than it was in the case of syllables. The SD of a Czech foot has a value 
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of 219 ms and in English 133 ms. These results show that English feet are closer to the average 

duration of the feet, which means that Czech feet have greater variance. 

As Volín argues, similar research was performed by Roach who also measured syllables to 

ascertain the variance of syllables of various languages and his findings were not as clear as 

expected. Languages that are clearly stress-timed varied in the length of their feet duration and, 

on the other hand, languages with syllable-timed rhythms varied in their syllable durations 

(Volín, 2007, p. 61). 

Volín (2007) further explains that the main problem is probably in the way the syllables were 

measured. It proved ineffective to measure syllables from their actual beginning to their actual 

end. He also states that syllables as a means of rhythmical pulses appear in a listener’s mind 

approximately at the moment of the beginning of their sonorous nuclei – calculation of such 

perception momentum has been already suggested and it appears to be of a great interest of 

further research in the field of phonetics and, furthermore, in order to be able to experience the 

stress-timed rhythm it is also necessary to bear in mind its global phonotactic qualities (ibid.). 

In relation to this Volín refers to the study conducted by Ramus, Nesporová and Mehler. They 

presumed that presence of consonant clusters and vocal reductions could play a certain role for 

a better approach of the syllable timing. It proved appropriate for them to calculate a proportion 

of the vocal parts of the sample speech and the SD of the consonant clusters within the same 

sample. One or more consonants between two vowels or between a vowel and a pause are 

regarded as the consonantal part. A great advantage of this method is that defining the 

boundaries of individual syllables is not necessary at all (Volín, 2007, p. 62). 

Volín (2007) then explains that by using this method, the results of the syllable-timed 

languages should show the proportion of vowel duration as being higher than those of the 

stressed-timed rhythm. On the other hand the results of the SD of the consonants in syllable-

timed rhythm should have lower values than those of the stress-timed rhythm. This is caused due 

to the phonotactics of stress-timed rhythm which allows consonant clustering (ibid., p. 62). 

And finally Volín (2007) presents another approach which is suggested by a German 

phonetician, Volker Delwo, who asserts that instead of the SD it is beneficial to use variation 

coefficient because it normalizes the SD in relation to the mean, therefore, enables to compare 

parameters of various speech pace (ibid., p. 63). 
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CONCLUSION 

The aim of this bachelor thesis was to compare two different types of rhythm. Syllable-timed, 

which is associated with Czech language on one hand, and stressed-timed, which is associated 

with English, on the other. 

Differences that could be noticed between these two languages are mainly connected with the 

perceived length of syllables, where it is stated that in Czech the syllables should prove relatively 

more or less the same values in duration irrespectively whether they are stressed or not. In 

English, however, the stressed syllables should be longer than their unstressed counterparts. 

These findings are important, since reduction of vowels of unstressed syllables is directly 

responsible for the phenomenon of unstressed syllables being shorter in length and it helps to 

compensate the overall length of individual feet. At the same time the reduction of vowels is an 

important feature of English language and it seems to contribute significantly in the way the 

English rhythm is perceived and produced. 

Czech language, on the other hand, does not use reduction of vowels in any position and 

vowels in Czech unstressed syllables are pronounced in their full unreduced form, which makes 

them longer in duration than they would be if they were reduced, therefore, it may seem that 

syllables tend to have more or less the same quantity. Such differences were partially proven in 

the practical part of this thesis, where the lengths of stressed and unstressed syllables were 

analyzed and the results showed that Czech stressed syllables were rather shorter than English, 

whereas unstressed syllables were rather longer. 

Since English belongs to languages that are described as being stress-timed, the importance of 

stress has to be also emphasized. Stress in English words is described as being variable, which 

means one cannot simply decide which syllable of the word should be stressed. This can cause 

some difficulties to foreign learners and it is suggested that the stress pattern of the English 

words should be learnt together with the meaning of the word itself. In longer utterances, 

however, some of the stresses does not have to be realized in order to preserve the regularity in 

rhythm and it seems that the stressed syllables are spread equally within an utterance. This is 

different in Czech, where stress seems to always fall on the first syllable of a word. Such stress 

pattern is described as being fixed and it was stated that its main functionality is to identify word 

boundaries. In Czech, therefore, the stressed syllables within an utterance are spread unequally 

and their positions are influenced by a number of syllables that words are composed of. 
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Practical part of this work was devoted to comparison of two recordings of which one being 

spoken by an RP speaker of English and the other was spoken by a Czech actress. 

The actual comparison was concentrated mainly on the length of syllables and feet of either 

language, since it is said that syllable-timed languages are characteristic by more or less equal 

duration of syllables no matter whether stressed or unstressed, whereas stress-timed languages 

are described as having duration of their feet more or less equal. 

The results, however, showed that feet durations in English in some instances varied from 

each other in length, while in others they were almost identical. In Czech much greater duration 

variance among feet was measured and the length of each foot seems to be rather driven by the 

number of syllables within each foot. 

 By comparing values of Standard Deviations of syllables and feet of both languages, the 

results showed that Czech syllables were closer to the average duration of their syllables than 

they were in English language, while, on the other hand, English feet were closer to the average 

duration of their feet than they were in Czech language. 

After all it seems that the issue of speech rhythm is not as easy and straightforward as it may 

seem and many authors agree on that there is still a great deal of research to be done in order to 

be able to fully explain this rather complex phenomenon of speech. However, the already 

gathered pieces of knowledge seem to be solid fundamentals in further phonetic investigation. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1:  Complex word stress: USHER and USHERETTE – stress carrying suffix “-ette” 
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Appendix 2:  Complex word stress: FASHION and FASHIONABLE – suffix “-able” no 

influence on stress position  
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Appendix 3:  Complex word stress: ADVANTAGE and ADVANTAGEOUS – stress shifts 

onto the last syllable of the stem 
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Appendix 4:  Data of the English speech sample and calculation of the SD for   

  syllable and foot 

    
Deviation about the mean 

Syllable 

Count (n) 
Syllable 

Syllable 

duration 

[ms](x) 

Foot 

duration 

[ms] 

x-mean (x-mean)
2
 

            

1 wVn 236,819 
395,559 

15,0080000 225,2400640 

2 deI 158,74 -63,0710000 3977,9510410 

3 lA;st 420,289 420,289 198,4780000 39393,5164840 

4 jI@ 366,721 366,721 144,9100000 20998,9081000 

5 wen 121,472 

397,349 

-100,3390000 10067,9149210 

6 aI 107,908 -113,9030000 12973,8934090 

7 w@z 167,969 -53,8420000 2898,9609640 

8 draIv 189,705 
358,749 

-32,1060000 1030,7952360 

9 IN 169,044 -52,7670000 2784,3562890 

10 b&k 217,183 
391,612 

-4,6280000 21,4183840 

11 t@ 174,429 -47,3820000 2245,0539240 

12 w3;k 270,636 270,636 48,8250000 2383,8806250 

13 A;ft 242,564 

476,048 

20,7530000 430,6870090 

14 @ 42,261 -179,5500000 32238,2025000 

15 raId 191,223 -30,5880000 935,6257440 

16 h&d 233,839 233,839 12,0280000 144,6727840 

17 lVntS 492,593 492,593 270,7820000 73322,8915240 

18 aI 128,756 128,756 -93,0550000 8659,2330250 

19 h&d 191,749 

303,878 

-30,0620000 903,7238440 

20 
@n 49,872 -171,9390000 29563,0197210 

21 @ 62,257 -159,5540000 25457,4789160 

22 meIz 423,676 

596,492 

201,8650000 40749,4782250 

23 IN 91,801 -130,0100000 16902,6001000 

24 @n 81,015 -140,7960000 19823,5136160 
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25 Vn 190,619 
400,817 

-31,1920000 972,9408640 

26 f@ 210,198 -11,6130000 134,8617690 

27 get 177,367 

505,866 

-44,4440000 1975,2691360 

28 @b 152,616 -69,1950000 4787,9480250 

29 
@l 56,613 -165,1980000 27290,3792040 

30 Ik 119,27 -102,5410000 10514,6566810 

31 spI@r 324 

849,109 

102,1890000 10442,5917210 

32 i 75,131 -146,6800000 21515,0224000 

33 @nts 449,978 228,1670000 52060,1798890 

34 It 77,578 

646,574 

-144,2330000 20803,1582890 

35 m@st 254,991 33,1800000 1100,9124000 

36 @ 115,074 -106,7370000 11392,7871690 

37 bIn 198,931 -22,8800000 523,4944000 

38 tU@ 308,53 308,53 86,7190000 7520,1849610 

39 klQk 483,939 483,939 262,1280000 68711,0883840 

40 O; 299,503 
358,333 

77,6920000 6036,0468640 

41 p@ 58,83 -162,9810000 26562,8063610 

42 h&ps 273,462 

315,483 

51,6510000 2667,8258010 

43 @ 42,021 -179,7900000 32324,4441000 

44 kwO;t 198,273 

398,111 

-23,5380000 554,0374440 

45 @ 38,241 -183,5700000 33697,9449000 

46 r@v 111,171 -110,6400000 12241,2096000 

47 @n 50,426 -171,3850000 29372,8182250 

48 aU@ 190,435 190,435 -31,3760000 984,4533760 

49 leIt 321,312 

465,174 

99,5010000 9900,4490010 

50 @ 143,862 -77,9490000 6076,0466010 

51 @ 49,133 49,133 -172,6780000 29817,6916840 

52 kwO;t 155,954 
208,461 

-65,8570000 4337,1444490 

53 @ 52,507 -169,3040000 28663,8444160 

54 pA;s 324,995 324,995 103,1840000 10646,9378560 

55 tu; 289,625 289,625 67,8140000 4598,7385960 
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56 It 82,427 

465,837 

-139,3840000 19427,8994560 

57 w@z 124,725 -97,0860000 9425,6913960 

58 @n 57,537 -164,2740000 26985,9470760 

59 In 201,148 -20,6630000 426,9595690 

60 kred 220,216 

386,335 

-1,5950000 2,5440250 

61 @b 94,827 -126,9840000 16124,9362560 

62 
@l 71,292 -150,5190000 22655,9693610 

63 TIN 305,862 305,862 84,0510000 7064,5706010 

64 rI@l 224,135 

377,738 

2,3240000 5,4009760 

65 I 153,603 -68,2080000 4652,3312640 

66 aI 86,537 
188,035 

-135,2740000 18299,0550760 

67 w@z 101,498 -120,3130000 14475,2179690 

68 sIt 307,989 
494,507 

86,1780000 7426,6476840 

69 IN 186,518 -35,2930000 1245,5958490 

70 De@ 416,889 416,889 195,0780000 38055,4260840 

71 @t 64,002 
130,59 

-157,8090000 24903,6804810 

72 D@ 66,588 -155,2230000 24094,1797290 

73 stI@r 346,39 

762,01 

124,5790000 15519,9272410 

74 IN 125,165 -96,6460000 9340,4493160 

75 wi;@l 230,148 8,3370000 69,5055690 

76 @v 60,307 -161,5040000 26083,5420160 

77 maI 172,353 172,353 -49,4580000 2446,0937640 

78 nju; 241,6 241,6 19,7890000 391,6045210 

79 kA; 441,824 441,824 220,0130000 48405,7201690 

80 weIt 242,338 

509,354 

20,5270000 421,3577290 

81 IN 97,988 -123,8230000 15332,1353290 

82 f@ 92,836 -128,9750000 16634,5506250 

83 D@ 76,192 -145,6190000 21204,8931610 

84 laIts 384,933 
522,263 

163,1220000 26608,7868840 

85 t@ 137,33 -84,4810000 7137,0393610 

86 tSeIndZ 591,438 591,438 369,6270000 136624,1191290 
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87 wen 137,608 137,608 -84,2030000 7090,1452090 

88 O;l 142,873 

306,433 

-78,9380000 6231,2078440 

89 @v 85,151 -136,6600000 18675,9556000 

90 @ 78,409 -143,4020000 20564,1336040 

91 sVd 355,57 

518,577 

133,7590000 17891,4700810 

92 
@n 163,007 -58,8040000 3457,9104160 

93 D@ 67,696 67,696 -154,1150000 23751,4332250 

94 kA; 273,924 273,924 52,1130000 2715,7647690 

95 stA;t 334,323 

499,823 

112,5120000 12658,9501440 

96 Id 93,094 -128,7170000 16568,0660890 

97 t@ 72,406 -149,4050000 22321,8540250 

98 SeIk 442,101 442,101 220,2900000 48527,6841000 

99 DIs 225,252 

555,606 

3,4410000 11,8404810 

100 weI 194,592 -27,2190000 740,8739610 

101 @n 135,762 -86,0490000 7404,4304010 

102 D&t 379,3 379,3 157,4890000 24802,7851210 

103 rQk 267,818 

575,737 

46,0070000 2116,6440490 

104 IN 127,464 -94,3470000 8901,3564090 

105 fr@m 180,455 -41,3560000 1710,3187360 

106 saI 420,037 
476,914 

198,2260000 39293,5470760 

107 t@ 56,877 -164,9340000 27203,2243560 

108 saId 527,961 527,961 306,1500000 93727,8225000 

109 Tr@ 312,111 

666,369 

90,3000000 8154,0900000 

110 IN 131,76 -90,0510000 8109,1826010 

111 mi 222,498 0,6870000 0,4719690 

112 b&k 227,205 

503,155 

5,3940000 29,0952360 

113 w@dz 155,954 -65,8570000 4337,1444490 

114 @n 119,996 -101,8150000 10366,2942250 

115 fO; 189,149 

486,785 

-32,6620000 1066,8062440 

116 w@dz 297,636 75,8250000 5749,4306250 

117 Vp 177,17 
371,946 

-44,6410000 1992,8188810 

118 @n 194,776 -27,0350000 730,8912250 

119 daUn 466,275 466,275 244,4640000 59762,6472960 
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120 aI 116,007 116,007 -105,8040000 11194,4864160 

121 felt 344,439 

583,099 

122,6280000 15037,6263840 

122 @z 103,218 -118,5930000 14064,2996490 

123 If 135,442 -86,3690000 7459,6041610 

124 aI 119,791 
267,305 

-102,0200000 10408,0804000 

125 w@z 147,514 -74,2970000 5520,0442090 

126 raId 228,094 

489,26 

6,2830000 39,4760890 

127 IN 104,957 -116,8540000 13654,8573160 

128 @ 156,209 -65,6020000 4303,6224040 

129 bVk 179,022 
351,394 

-42,7890000 1830,8985210 

130 IN 172,372 -49,4390000 2444,2147210 

131 hO;s 596,5 596,5 374,6890000 140391,8467210 

132 w3;s 408,375 
634,759 

186,5640000 34806,1260960 

133 D@n 226,384 4,5730000 20,9123290 

134 D&t 423,617 423,617 201,8060000 40725,6616360 

135 sVm 243,47 
370,427 

21,6590000 469,1122810 

136 mI 126,957 -94,8540000 8997,2813160 

137 stI@r 495,066 

742,933 

273,2550000 74668,2950250 

138 i 72,099 -149,7120000 22413,6829440 

139 @s 175,768 -46,0430000 2119,9578490 

140 spIr 331,163 

547,236 

109,3520000 11957,8599040 

141 It 216,073 -5,7380000 32,9246440 

142 O; 143,218 143,218 -78,5930000 6176,8596490 

143 hQst 348,741 
609,345 

126,9300000 16111,2249000 

144 aI@l  260,604 38,7930000 1504,8968490 

145 fO;s 620,03 620,03 398,2190000 158578,3719610 
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146 si;md 319,171 

499,011 

97,3600000 9478,9696000 

147 t@ 58,821 -162,9900000 26565,7401000 

148 bI 121,019 -100,7920000 10159,0272640 

149 vent 300,654 

659,414 

78,8430000 6216,2186490 

150 IN 129,407 -92,4040000 8538,4992160 

151 Its 229,353 7,5420000 56,8817640 

152 vA;st 427,503 427,503 205,6920000 42309,1988640 

153 fjU@r 369,564 

593,492 

147,7530000 21830,9490090 

154 I 92,475 -129,3360000 16727,8008960 

155 @ 131,453 -90,3580000 8164,5681640 

156 pQn 210,53 
299,389 

-11,2810000 127,2609610 

157 Di 88,859 -132,9520000 17676,2343040 

158 3;T 484,587 484,587 262,7760000 69051,2261760 

159 @n 158,357 
233,75 

-63,4540000 4026,4101160 

160 D@ 75,393 -146,4180000 21438,2307240 

161 nOIz 837,617 837,617 615,8060000 379217,0296360 

162 D@ 93,808 

376,867 

-128,0030000 16384,7680090 

163 w@z 127,668 -94,1430000 8862,9044490 

164 @ 155,391 -66,4200000 4411,6164000 

165 kaInd 293,39 
574,198 

71,5790000 5123,5532410 

166 @v 280,808 58,9970000 3480,6460090 

167 di;p 335,404 335,404 113,5930000 12903,3696490 

168 gr@Un 300,04 

534,712 

78,2290000 6119,7764410 

169 IN 234,672 12,8610000 165,4053210 

170 @nd 118,871 118,871 -102,9400000 10596,6436000 

171 hQr 261,809 

575,508 

39,9980000 1599,8400040 

172 @b 167,355 -54,4560000 2965,4559360 

173 
@l 146,344 -75,4670000 5695,2680890 

174 O; 195,492 
575,632 

-26,3190000 692,6897610 

175 s@m 380,14 158,3290000 25068,0722410 

176 graInd 415,943 

608,366 

194,1320000 37687,2334240 

177 IN 192,423 -29,3880000 863,6545440 
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178 wItS 182,704 182,704 -39,1070000 1529,3574490 

179 si;md 357,941 
404,588 

136,1300000 18531,3769000 

180 t@ 46,647 -175,1640000 30682,4268960 

181 fIl 338,709 
435,381 

116,8980000 13665,1424040 

182 Di 96,672 -125,1390000 15659,7693210 

183 e@ 348,632 348,632 126,8210000 16083,5660410 

184 @n 181,171 181,171 -40,6400000 1651,6096000 

185 Den 344,847 344,847 123,0360000 15137,8572960 

186 @ 35,446 35,446 -186,3650000 34731,9132250 

187 SO;t 406,277 406,277 184,4660000 34027,7051560 

188 waI@l 291,959 291,959 70,1480000 4920,7419040 

189 A;ft 367,125 

542,769 

145,3140000 21116,1585960 

190 @ 175,644 -46,1670000 2131,3918890 

191 D@ 58,003 58,003 -163,8080000 26833,0608640 

192 h@Ul 388,222 388,222 166,4110000 27692,6209210 

193 p&r 167,686 
346,453 

-54,1250000 2929,5156250 

194 @k 178,767 -43,0440000 1852,7859360 

195 sIz 207,973 

469,652 

-13,8380000 191,4902440 

196 @m 142,808 -79,0030000 6241,4740090 

197 h@d 118,871 -102,9400000 10596,6436000 

198 stQpt 535,633 535,633 313,8220000 98484,2476840 

199 dZVst 262,089 
318,25 

40,2780000 1622,3172840 

200 @ 56,161 -165,6500000 27439,9225000 

201 sVd 291,633 

558,462 

69,8220000 4875,1116840 

202 
@n 142,514 -79,2970000 6288,0142090 

203 li 124,315 -97,4960000 9505,4700160 
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204 ev 115,29 

627,553 

-106,5210000 11346,7234410 

205 ri 95,341 -126,4700000 15994,6609000 

206 TIN 198,458 -23,3530000 545,3626090 

207 w@z 218,464 -3,3470000 11,2024090 

208 kA;m 329,809 
510,264 

107,9980000 11663,5680040 

209 @n 180,455 -41,3560000 1710,3187360 

210 smu;D 362,339 
437,323 

140,5280000 19748,1187840 

211 @ 74,984 -146,8270000 21558,1679290 

212 gen 298,711 298,711 76,9000000 5913,6100000 

213 kwaI 257,28 

640,387 

35,4690000 1258,0499610 

214 @t 204,802 -17,0090000 289,3060810 

215 @n 178,305 -43,5060000 1892,7720360 

216 pi;s 285,719 
467,809 

63,9080000 4084,2324640 

217 f@l 182,09 -39,7210000 1577,7578410 

218 wVnts 338,096 338,096 116,2850000 13522,2012250 

219 mO; 289,196 289,196 67,3850000 4540,7382250 

220 aI 163,268 163,268 -58,5430000 3427,2828490 

221 pUt 151,81 
312,93 

-70,0010000 4900,1400010 

222 maI 161,12 -60,6910000 3683,3974810 

223 fUt 327,355 327,355 105,5440000 11139,5359360 

224 daUn 409,397 409,397 187,5860000 35188,5073960 
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225 dZVst 265,669 
326,229 

43,8580000 1923,5241640 

226 @ 60,56 -161,2510000 26001,8850010 

227 dZent 213,373 
326,778 

-8,4380000 71,1998440 

228 
@l 113,405 -108,4060000 11751,8608360 

229 preS 240,202 

607,568 

18,3910000 338,2288810 

230 @ 60,873 -160,9380000 25901,0398440 

231 rQn 150,064 -71,7470000 5147,6320090 

232 Di 48,609 -173,2020000 29998,9328040 

233 @k 107,82 -113,9910000 12993,9480810 

234 sel 152,769 

559,404 

-69,0420000 4766,7977640 

235 @ 53,028 -168,7830000 28487,7010890 

236 reIt 234,926 13,1150000 172,0032250 

237 @ 118,681 -103,1300000 10635,7969000 

238 O; 319,376 
455,329 

97,5650000 9518,9292250 

239 D@ 135,953 -85,8580000 7371,5961640 

240 g&s 310,781 

568,981 

88,9700000 7915,6609000 

241 ped 131,555 -90,2560000 8146,1455360 

242 
@l 126,645 -95,1660000 9056,5675560 

243 @z 132,477 
302,598 

-89,3340000 7980,5635560 

244 Its 170,121 -51,6900000 2671,8561000 

245 n@Un 143,114 

298,93 

-78,6970000 6193,2178090 

246 In 88,795 -133,0160000 17693,2562560 

247 @ 67,021 -154,7900000 23959,9441000 

248 mer 120,786 

394,764 

-101,0250000 10206,0506250 

249 Ik 147,3 -74,5110000 5551,8891210 

250 @ 126,678 -95,1330000 9050,2876890 

251 @n 157,54 157,54 -64,2710000 4130,7614410 

252 dr@Uv 246,539 246,539 24,7280000 611,4739840 

253 Qf 370,746 370,746 148,9350000 22181,6342250 
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254 ev 161,12 

530,39 

-60,6910000 3683,3974810 

255 ri 69,461 -152,3500000 23210,5225000 

256 TIN 178,306 -43,5050000 1892,6850250 

257 w@z 121,503 -100,3080000 10061,6948640 

258 Vt 224,637 
355,074 

2,8260000 7,9862760 

259 
@lI 130,437 -91,3740000 8349,2078760 

260 nO;m 265,008 

422,451 

43,1970000 1865,9808090 

261 
@l 157,443 -64,3680000 4143,2394240 

262 wVnts 332,571 332,571 110,7600000 12267,7776000 

263 mO; 230,069 230,069 8,2580000 68,1945640 

264 s@U 274,262 274,262 52,4510000 2751,1074010 

265 Den 269,658 269,658 47,8470000 2289,3354090 

266 wQz 213,395 
395,282 

-8,4160000 70,8290560 

267 DIs 181,887 -39,9240000 1593,9257760 

268 sVm 424,332 424,332 202,5210000 41014,7554410 

269 ver 86,646 
219,839 

-135,1650000 18269,5772250 

270 I 133,193 -88,6180000 7853,1499240 

271 l@Uk 322,649 

598,381 

100,8380000 10168,3022440 

272 
@l 177,629 -44,1820000 1952,0491240 

273 @n 98,103 -123,7080000 15303,6692640 

274 m@Um 205,912 

498,579 

-15,8990000 252,7782010 

275 @ntr 205,912 -15,8990000 252,7782010 

276 I 86,755 -135,0560000 18240,1231360 

277 3;T 339,118 339,118 117,3070000 13760,9322490 

278 trem 148,024 

299,291 

-73,7870000 5444,5213690 

279 @ 151,267 -70,5440000 4976,4559360 

280 wItS 184,034 
307,201 

-37,7770000 1427,1017290 

281 @d 123,167 -98,6440000 9730,6387360 

282 strVk 367,454 367,454 145,6430000 21211,8834490 

283 Vs 300,552 300,552 78,7410000 6200,1450810 
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284 O; 143,724 
324,307 

-78,0870000 6097,5795690 

285 raI 180,583 -41,2280000 1699,7479840 

286 jA;sk 298,002 
402,55 

76,1910000 5805,0684810 

287 maI 104,548 -117,2630000 13750,6111690 

288 self 312,214 312,214 90,4030000 8172,7024090 

289 wQz 181,887 

369,297 

-39,9240000 1593,9257760 

290 It 73,552 -148,2590000 21980,7310810 

291 @ 113,858 -107,9530000 11653,8502090 

292 sju;p 285,741 
317,257 

63,9300000 4087,0449000 

293 @ 31,516 -190,2950000 36212,1870250 

294 n&tS 275,76 
393,343 

53,9490000 2910,4946010 

295 
@r@l 117,583 -104,2280000 10863,4759840 

296 vIz 129,739 
220,084 

-92,0720000 8477,2531840 

297 I 90,345 -131,4660000 17283,3091560 

298 teIS 375,109 

595,642 

153,2980000 23500,2768040 

299 
@n 220,533 -1,2780000 1,6332840 

300 sVm 288,584 288,584 66,7730000 4458,6335290 

301 faI@r 371,164 
451,14 

149,3530000 22306,3186090 

302 I 79,976 -141,8350000 20117,1672250 

303 stO;m 451,543 

672,608 

229,7320000 52776,7918240 

304 @v 221,065 -0,7460000 0,5565160 

305 da@ 320,8 320,8 98,9890000 9798,8221210 

306 bQl 138,814 

388,524 

-82,9970000 6888,5020090 

307 Ik 161,025 -60,7860000 3694,9377960 

308 
@l 88,685 -133,1260000 17722,5318760 

309 rO;T 515,686 515,686 293,8750000 86362,5156250 

310 O; 293,597 293,597 71,7860000 5153,2297960 

311 wQz 187,717 
360,295 

-34,0940000 1162,4008360 

312 It 172,578 -49,2330000 2423,8882890 

313 rA;D 244,301 

372,106 

22,4900000 505,8001000 

314 @ 127,805 -94,0060000 8837,1280360 

315 mI@ 228,433 

404,079 

6,6220000 43,8508840 

316 li 175,646 -46,1650000 2131,2072250 
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317 D@t 104,241 
403,054 

-117,5700000 13822,7049000 

318 aId 298,813 77,0020000 5929,3080040 

319 drVNk 202,999 
302,999 

-18,8120000 353,8913440 

320 @ 100 -121,8110000 14837,9197210 

321 dVb 175,07 
275,958 

-46,7410000 2184,7210810 

322 
@l 100,888 -120,9230000 14622,3719290 

323 vQd 283,774 

371,853 

61,9630000 3839,4133690 

324 k@ 88,079 -133,7320000 17884,2478240 

325 rO; 251,143 251,143 29,3320000 860,3662240 

326 tu; 443,36 443,36 221,5490000 49083,9594010 

327 djU@r 162,755 

401,212 

-59,0560000 3487,6111360 

328 IN 56,571 -165,2400000 27304,2576000 

329 maI 181,886 -39,9250000 1594,0056250 

330 lVntS 433,745 433,745 211,9340000 44916,0203560 

 
Sum 69455,487 65849,884 -3742 5070014 

Count (n) 330 154 330 330 

Average (mean) 210,4711727 427,5966494 
  

Varience (s
2
)       15410,37634 

Standard Deviation (s) Foot   Syllable 

  
132,8016319 

 
124,1385369 

  
133 [ms] 

 
124 [ms] 
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Appendix 5:  Data of the Czech speech sample and calculation of the SD for   

  syllable and foot 

    
Deviation about the mean 

Syllable 

Count (n) 
Syllable 

Syllable 

duration 

(x)[ms] 

Foot 

duration 

[ms] 

x-mean (x-mean)
2
 

            

1 vi; 240,808 

339,233 

44,16923834 1950,921616 

2 tE 98,425 -98,21376166 9645,942979 

3 ZE 129,004 
235,074 

-67,63476166 4574,460985 

4 o 106,07 -90,56876166 8202,700588 

5 sou 253,229 

582,496 

56,59023834 3202,455076 

6 kro 125,727 -70,91176166 5028,477941 

7 mi;x 203,54 6,901238342 47,62709065 

8 za; 262,376 

909,305 

65,73723834 4321,384505 

9 lE 76,582 -120,0567617 14413,62602 

10 ZI 165,316 -31,32276166 981,1153979 

11 tos 205,724 9,085238342 82,54155573 

12 tEx 199,307 2,668238342 7,11949585 

13 nE 121,757 

830,254 

-74,88176166 5607,278229 

14 mlu 234,254 37,61523834 1414,906156 

15 vi;m 474,243 277,6042383 77064,11315 

16 a 124,226 
312,477 

-72,41276166 5243,608051 

17 JI 188,251 -8,387761658 70,35454563 

18 pr̝̊I 230,432 

1372,627 

33,79323834 1141,982958 

19 pro 138,286 -58,35276166 3405,044793 

20 xa;s 469,875 273,2362383 74658,04194 

21 ka;x 534,034 337,3952383 113835,5469 
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22 a 63,926 

254,068 

-132,7127617 17612,67711 

23 lE 58,626 -138,0127617 19047,52238 

24 jE 131,516 -65,12276166 4240,974086 

25 prav 229,728 
337,558 

33,08923834 1094,897694 

26 da 107,83 -88,80876166 7886,996147 

27 ZE 133,741 

549,489 

-62,89776166 3956,128422 

28 smE 214,351 17,71223834 313,7233871 

29 sE 201,397 4,758238342 22,64083212 

30 zdZo 325,584 
719,217 

128,9452383 16626,87449 

31 nEm 393,633 196,9942383 38806,72994 

32 spr̝̊a; 470,056 

958,27 

273,4172383 74756,98622 

33 tE 127,589 -69,04976166 4767,869585 

34 lI 149,314 -47,32476166 2239,633066 

35 lI 211,311 14,67223834 215,274578 

36 §od 186,872 

480,003 

-9,766761658 95,38963328 

37 JE 109,924 -86,71476166 7519,449889 

38 mI 183,207 -13,43176166 180,4122212 

39 po 94,35 

500,656 

-102,2887617 10462,99076 

40 mo 99,848 -96,79076166 9368,451542 

41 §l 167,483 -29,15576166 850,0584379 

42 I 138,975 -57,66376166 3325,109409 

43 pr̝I 169,989 

952,642 

-26,64976166 710,2097964 

44 na 148,004 -48,63476166 2365,340042 

45 ta; 214,058 17,41923834 303,4298644 

46 tSE 175,093 -21,54576166 464,2198454 

47 Ji; 245,498 48,85923834 2387,225171 

48 jE 75,115 75,115 -121,5237617 14768,02465 

49 skvjE 283,056 

430,538 

86,41723834 7467,939083 

50 lE; 147,482 -49,15676166 2416,387217 
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51 gdIZ 173,653 173,653 -22,98576166 528,345239 

52 ma; 198,78 
290,863 

2,141238342 4,584901637 

53 tE 92,083 -104,5557617 10931,9073 

54 §E 77,863 

526,328 

-118,7757617 14107,68156 

55 rEts 185,04 -11,59876166 134,531272 

56 kE; 100,37 -96,26876166 9267,674471 

57 §o 163,055 -33,58376166 1127,869047 

58 part 255,049 

511,244 

58,41023834 3411,755943 

59 nE 146,303 -50,33576166 2533,688902 

60 ra 109,892 -86,74676166 7525,000658 

61 sJi;mS 350,972 
456,707 

154,3332383 23818,74846 

62 sI 105,735 -90,90376166 8263,493884 

63 ro 120,917 

695,793 

-75,72176166 5733,785189 

64 zu 134,003 -62,63576166 3923,238638 

65 mi; 194,853 -1,785761658 3,188944699 

66 tE 92,781 -103,8577617 10786,43466 

67 jEn 153,239 -43,39976166 1883,539312 

68 mrk 338,671 

638,214 

142,0322383 20173,15673 

69 nu 126,412 -70,22676166 4931,798053 

70 ci;m 173,131 -23,50776166 552,6148582 

71 o 202,443 

447,025 

5,804238342 33,68918273 

72 ka 244,582 47,94323834 2298,554103 

73 za 438,782 

759,787 

242,1432383 58633,34787 

74 sE 321,005 124,3662383 15466,96124 

75 tEn 214,22 
541,244 

17,58123834 309,0999416 

76 va;S 327,024 130,3852383 17000,31038 

77 I 200,35 

803,1 

3,711238342 13,77329003 

78 ro 105,343 -91,29576166 8334,916097 

79 nIts 288,552 91,91323834 8448,043383 

80 ki; 208,855 12,21623834 149,2364792 

81 u;s 338,671 

622,249 

142,0322383 20173,15673 

82 mjEf 283,578 86,93923834 7558,431163 
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83 mla 266,565 

763,186 

69,92623834 4889,678809 

84 ƒi; 258,845 62,20623834 3869,616089 

85 ku 237,776 41,13723834 1692,272378 

86 nE 146,566 

592,021 

-50,07276166 2507,28146 

87 mlu 141,331 -55,30776166 3058,9485 

88 vi;m 304,124 107,4852383 11553,07646 

89 o 104,166 

788,182 

-92,47276166 8551,211649 

90 sE 297,842 101,2032383 10242,09545 

91 ksu 386,174 189,5352383 35923,60657 

92 mlu 185,956 
473,721 

-10,68276166 114,1213966 

93 vi;m 287,765 91,12623834 8303,991314 

94 o 170,644 

367,329 

-25,99476166 675,7276337 

95 tom 196,685 0,046238342 0,002137984 

96 ZE 156,249 156,249 -40,38976166 1631,332847 

97 v§E 164,887 

585,346 

-31,75176166 1008,174368 

98 rEts 216,183 19,54423834 381,9772524 

99 kE; 204,276 7,637238342 58,32740949 

100 pra; 229,008 

387,089 

32,36923834 1047,767591 

101 tsI 158,081 -38,55776166 1486,700984 

102 stE 191,582 191,582 -5,056761658 25,57083847 

103 tSas 189,62 
311,844 

-7,018761658 49,26301521 

104 to 122,224 -74,41476166 5537,556753 

105 pr ̝̊Et 218,278 

551,977 

21,63923834 468,256636 

106 ka 76,292 -120,3467617 14483,34304 

107 mE 113,589 -83,04976166 6897,262911 

108 rou 143,818 -52,82076166 2790,032862 

109 sJE 306,74 

553,808 

110,1012383 12122,28268 

110 ki;m 247,068 50,42923834 2543,10808 
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111 gdo 138,583 

424,254 

-58,05576166 3370,471462 

112 jE 104,689 -91,94976166 8454,758669 

113 va;m 180,982 -15,65676166 245,1341856 

114 nE 112,149 

1088,117 

-84,48976166 7138,519825 

115 sIµ 285,149 88,51023834 7834,062291 

116 pa 129,552 -67,08676166 4500,63359 

117 tIts 287,636 90,99723834 8280,497386 

118 ki; 273,631 76,99223834 5927,804765 

119 lIts 309,621 

578,02 

112,9822383 12764,98618 

120 kI 90,688 -105,9507617 11225,5639 

121 va;m 177,711 -18,92776166 358,2601614 

122 vu; 136,096 
273,502 

-60,54276166 3665,425989 

123 bEts 137,406 -59,23276166 3508,520054 

124 nE 137,797 

788,279 

-58,84176166 3462,352915 

125 kon 182,911 -13,72776166 188,4514401 

126 vE 89,247 -107,3917617 11532,99047 

127 nu 137,406 -59,23276166 3508,520054 

128 jE 240,918 44,27923834 1960,650948 

129 a 69,619 
170,383 

-127,0197617 16134,01985 

130 lE 100,764 -95,87476166 9191,969923 

131 stsE; 346,784 

738,642 

150,1452383 22543,5926 

132 na;r ̝   391,858 195,2192383 38110,55102 
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133 pr ̝̊E 141,068 

627,711 

-55,57076166 3088,109551 

134 dE 145,911 -50,72776166 2573,305803 

135 pI 60,95 -135,6887617 18411,44004 

136 su 167,372 -29,26676166 856,5433379 

137 jE 112,41 -84,22876166 7094,48429 

138 §lu 141,855 

449,511 

-54,78376166 3001,260541 

139 bo 171,299 -25,33976166 642,1035209 

140 kE; 136,357 -60,28176166 3633,890789 

141 sou 242,88 

667,004 

46,24123834 2138,252123 

142 zJE 228,093 31,45423834 989,3691097 

143 Ji; 196,031 -0,607761658 0,369374233 

144 a 276,643 276,643 80,00423834 6400,678153 

145 pak 303,076 303,076 106,4372383 11328,88571 

146 jE 272,193 
502,38 

75,55423834 5708,442931 

147 to 230,187 33,54823834 1125,484296 

148 o 192,368 

737,278 

-4,270761658 18,23940514 

149 prav 306,61 109,9712383 12093,67326 

150 du 238,3 41,66123834 1735,65878 

151 cES 299,543 
596,928 

102,9042383 10589,28227 

152 ka; 297,385 100,7462383 10149,80454 

153 pra; 263,034 

530,254 

66,39523834 4408,327674 

154 tsE 267,22 70,58123834 4981,711206 

155 a 81,921 
181,244 

-114,7177617 13160,16484 

156 lE 99,323 -97,31576166 9470,357467 

157 gdIZ 208,31 

465,454 

11,67123834 136,2178044 

158 ma; 179,281 -17,35776166 301,2918898 

159 tE 77,863 -118,7757617 14107,68156 

160 ScEs 353,852 
455,007 

157,2132383 24716,00231 

161 ci; 101,155 -95,48376166 9117,14874 

162 na 168,551 

681,53 

-28,08776166 788,922355 

163 tSlo 191,058 -5,580761658 31,14490068 

164 vjE 209,773 13,13423834 172,5082168 

165 ka 112,148 -84,49076166 7138,688806 
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166 sJi;mS  685,063 685,063 488,4242383 238558,2366 

167 va;m 222,333 
313,151 

25,69423834 660,193884 

168 to 90,818 -105,8207617 11198,0336 

169 §ra 173,131 

429,751 

-23,50776166 552,6148582 

170 jE 123,665 -72,97376166 5325,169891 

171 I 132,955 -63,68376166 4055,621499 

172 lIts 409,599 

613,089 

212,9602383 45352,06311 

173 kI 203,49 6,851238342 46,93946682 

174 pak 107,176 

455,531 

-89,46276166 8003,585723 

175 jE 95,268 -101,3707617 10276,03132 

176 to 253,087 56,44823834 3186,403612 

177 u; 135,572 

320,612 

-61,06676166 3729,149379 

178 pl! 91,604 -105,0347617 11032,30116 

179 JE 93,436 -103,2027617 10650,81001 

180 JE 179,543 
314,46 

-17,09576166 292,2650667 

181 tso 134,917 -61,72176166 3809,575862 

182 jI 111,757 

640,309 

-84,88176166 7204,913462 

183 nE; 206,108 9,469238342 89,66647478 

184 §o 322,444 125,8052383 15826,95799 

185 a 59,642 

355,24 

-136,9967617 18768,1127 

186 mI 97,493 -99,14576166 9829,882055 

187 smE 198,105 1,466238342 2,149854875 

188 spo 198,716 
315,601 

2,077238342 4,314919129 

189 lu 116,885 -79,75376166 6360,662499 

190 pr ̝̊Et 237,121 

595,683 

40,48223834 1638,811621 

191 ka 66,871 -129,7677617 16839,67197 

192 mE 125,497 -71,14176166 5061,150252 

193 rou 166,194 -30,44476166 926,8835124 

194 nE 103,512 

603,013 

-93,12676166 8672,593737 

195 §ra; 275,727 79,08823834 6254,949444 

196 lI 223,774 27,13523834 736,3211599 
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197 mI 109,924 
397,56 

-86,71476166 7519,449889 

198 smE 287,636 90,99723834 8280,497386 

199 spo 441,66 

901,509 

245,0212383 60035,40724 

200 lu 459,849 263,2102383 69279,62957 

201 pr ̝̊Et 223,904 

718,301 

27,26523834 743,3932218 

202 ka 78,517 -118,1217617 13952,75058 

203 mE 132,824 -63,81476166 4072,323805 

204 rou 283,056 86,41723834 7467,939083 

205 ZI 237,252 

386,566 

40,61323834 1649,435129 

206 lI 149,314 -47,32476166 2239,633066 

207 vlast 327,025 
394,026 

130,3862383 17000,57115 

208 JE 67,001 -129,6377617 16805,94925 

209 a 79,695 
205,192 

-116,9437617 13675,84339 

210 JI 125,497 -71,14176166 5061,150252 

211 nE 195,116 

516,079 

-1,522761658 2,318803067 

212 vi;m 320,963 124,3242383 15456,51624 

213 ko 79,694 

509,314 

-116,9447617 13676,07728 

214 lI 157,558 -39,08076166 1527,305932 

215 kra;t 272,062 75,42323834 5688,664882 

216 mjE 152,197 152,197 -44,44176166 1975,070179 

217 po 83,228 

489,947 

-113,4107617 12862,00086 

218 Za; 215,269 18,63023834 347,0857807 

219 dal 191,45 -5,188761658 26,92324754 

220 o 156,38 

578,541 

-40,25876166 1620,76789 

221 ru 172,215 -24,42376166 596,5201335 

222 ku 249,946 53,30723834 2841,66166 

223 tr̝̊I 322,782 

936,132 

126,1432383 15912,11658 

224 kra;t 613,35 416,7112383 173648,2562 
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225 moZ 210,689 
413,133 

14,05023834 197,4091975 

226 na; 202,444 5,805238342 33,70079221 

227 tStI 208,07 

827,702 

11,43123834 130,67321 

228  r̝I 193,284 -3,354761658 11,25442578 

229 kra;t 426,348 229,7092383 52766,33418 

230 vI 77,863 

600,593 

-118,7757617 14107,68156 

231 mi;S 299,15 102,5112383 10508,55399 

232 lEl 223,58 26,94123834 725,8303234 

233 bla;z 376,49 

701,551 

179,8512383 32346,46793 

234 JI 123,665 -72,97376166 5325,169891 

235 vE; 201,396 4,757238342 22,63131664 

236 tsEs 291,3 

408,813 

94,66123834 8960,750044 

237 tI 117,513 -79,12576166 6260,886158 

238 jEd 114,505 

345,213 

-82,13376166 6745,954804 

239 nou 104,428 -92,21076166 8502,824566 

240 sE 126,28 -70,35876166 4950,355342 

241 GcEl 316,033 316,033 119,3942383 14254,98415 

242 ZE 244,582 

414,571 

47,94323834 2298,554103 

243 JIt 169,989 -26,64976166 710,2097964 

244 do 187,525 

446,763 

-9,113761658 83,06065156 

245 koN 133,741 -62,89776166 3956,128422 

246 tsE 125,497 -71,14176166 5061,150252 

247 vmE 240 

782,031 

43,36123834 1880,196991 

248 ksI 287,636 90,99723834 8280,497386 

249 ku 254,395 57,75623834 3335,783067 

250 jIN 229,925 
309,226 

33,28623834 1107,973663 

251 dI 79,301 -117,3377617 13768,15031 

252 na 156,904 

572,391 

-39,73476166 1578,851284 

253 jaG 290,384 93,74523834 8788,169712 

254 cE 125,103 -71,53576166 5117,365196 

255 vmo 322,051 

684,932 

125,4122383 15728,22953 

256  r ̝I 362,881 166,2422383 27636,48181 
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257 §od 164,834 

686,405 

-31,80476166 1011,542864 

258 JE 131,195 -65,44376166 4282,88594 

259 smE 196,792 0,153238342 0,023481989 

260 sI 193,584 -3,054761658 9,331568787 

261 ro 126,461 

686,375 

-70,17776166 4924,918231 

262 zu 141,287 -55,35176166 3063,817519 

263 mJE 201,396 4,757238342 22,63131664 

264 lI 217,231 20,59223834 424,0402799 

265 a 123,01 
264,996 

-73,62876166 5421,194543 

266 lE 141,986 -54,65276166 2986,924357 

267 bI 161,09 
264,602 

-35,54876166 1263,714455 

268 lI 103,512 -93,12676166 8672,593737 

269 vjE 184,124 

331,342 

-12,51476166 156,6192594 

270 tsI 147,218 -49,42076166 2442,411683 

271 vJIGS 412,837 412,837 216,1982383 46741,67826 

272 smE 179,804 
307,655 

-16,83476166 283,4092001 

273 sE 127,851 -68,78776166 4731,756154 

274 nE 165,803 

648,921 

-30,83576166 950,844197 

275 do 99,454 -97,18476166 9444,877899 

276 ka; 161,593 -35,04576166 1228,20541 

277 za 100,238 -96,40076166 9293,106848 

278 lI 121,833 -74,80576166 5595,901977 

279 s§od 332,259 

851,782 

135,6202383 18392,84905 

280 nout 519,523 322,8842383 104254,2314 

281 dZon 281,094 281,094 84,45523834 7132,687283 

282 mI 137,535 

391,8 

-59,10376166 3493,254642 

283 lo 106,783 -89,85576166 8074,057903 

284 val 147,482 -49,15676166 2416,387217 

285 §a 139,499 

854,267 

-57,13976166 3264,952362 

286 lI 136,619 -60,01976166 3602,371789 

287 vu;t 578,149 381,5102383 145550,062 
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288 mI 207,286 

614,005 

10,64723834 113,3636843 

289 lo 116,337 -80,30176166 6448,372925 

290 val 290,382 93,74323834 8787,794735 

291 tI 133,741 

561,136 

-62,89776166 3956,128422 

292 cI 101,679 -94,95976166 9017,356334 

293 si; 160,307 -36,33176166 1319,996905 

294 tsE 165,409 -31,22976166 975,2980132 

295 do 236,991 

517,69 

40,35223834 1628,303139 

296 pI 67,787 -128,8517617 16602,77648 

297 su; 212,912 16,27323834 264,8182861 

298 od 141,986 

810,822 

-54,65276166 2986,924357 

299 fa 178,234 -18,40476166 338,7352517 

300 nI 130,993 -65,64576166 4309,366024 

301 nEk 359,609 162,9702383 26559,29859 

302 ktE 136,096 
321,136 

-60,54276166 3665,425989 

303 rE; 185,04 -11,59876166 134,531272 

304 ti; 142,769 

445,06 

-53,86976166 2901,951221 

305 dEn 140,154 -56,48476166 3190,5283 

306 tso 162,137 -34,50176166 1190,371558 

307 ti; 196,032 
372,914 

-0,606761658 0,36815971 

308 dEn 176,882 -19,75676166 390,3296312 

309 do 79,614 

777,951 

-117,0247617 13694,79484 

310 sta; 343,125 146,4862383 21458,21802 

311 val 355,212 158,5732383 25145,47192 
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312 mI 139,238 

434,202 

-57,40076166 3294,847439 

313 lo 114,505 -82,13376166 6745,954804 

314 val 180,459 -16,17976166 261,7846873 

315 blEs 300,59 
370,731 

103,9512383 10805,85995 

316 kI 70,141 -126,4977617 16001,6837 

317 fo 174,047 

849,011 

-22,59176166 510,3876948 

318 to 57,71 -138,9287617 19301,20082 

319 a 151,931 -44,70776166 1998,783952 

320 pa 98,016 -98,62276166 9726,449117 

321 ra; 268,508 71,86923834 5165,18742 

322 tu; 98,799 -97,83976166 9572,618961 

323 mI 183,576 

521,331 

-13,06276166 170,6357421 

324 lo 101,68 -94,95876166 9017,166416 

325 val 236,075 39,43623834 1555,216895 

326 tsE 110,054 

385,345 

-86,58476166 7496,920951 

327 lou 199,696 3,057238342 9,34670628 

328 tu 75,595 -121,0437617 14651,59224 

329 Sou 726,547 726,547 529,9082383 280802,7411 

330 fSEG 232,673 
370,47 

36,03423834 1298,466333 

331 no 137,797 -58,84176166 3462,352915 

332 to 283,056 283,056 86,41723834 7467,939083 

333 tso 217,231 217,231 20,59223834 424,0402799 

334 mJE 305,04 305,04 108,4012383 11750,82847 

335 na 126,804 

545,3 

-69,83476166 4876,893936 

336 §a; 221,811 25,17223834 633,6415831 

337 JE 115,158 -81,48076166 6639,11452 

338 lo 81,527 -115,1117617 13250,71767 

339 §u 126,413 
371,778 

-70,22576166 4931,6576 

340 si; 245,365 48,72623834 2374,246303 

341 ku; 212,258 

484,451 

15,61923834 243,9606064 

342 ZI 272,193 75,55423834 5708,442931 
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343 jEd 131,909 

472,675 

-64,72976166 4189,942044 

344 nou 140,154 -56,48476166 3190,5283 

345 sEm 200,612 3,973238342 15,78662292 

346 mu 172,215 172,215 -24,42376166 596,5201335 

347 r̝Ek 192,759 

325,672 

-3,879761658 15,05255052 

348 la 132,913 -63,72576166 4060,972699 

349 ZE 122,749 
304,777 

-73,88976166 5459,696878 

350 sE 182,028 -14,61076166 213,4743562 

351 tE 81,527 
156,38 

-115,1117617 13250,71767 

352 dI 74,853 -121,7857617 14831,77174 

353 vEz 239,086 

689,381 

42,44723834 1801,768043 

354 mE 152,453 -44,18576166 1952,381533 

355 mE 297,842 101,2032383 10242,09545 

356 a 220,045 220,045 23,40623834 547,8519933 

357 od 119,738 

411,168 

-76,90076166 5913,727144 

358 jE 116,337 -80,30176166 6448,372925 

359 dE 62,42 -134,2187617 18014,67598 

360 mE 112,673 -83,96576166 7050,249131 

361 JE 152,062 
309,882 

-44,57676166 1987,08768 

362 kam 157,82 -38,81876166 1506,896257 

363 far 266,958 

896,755 

70,31923834 4944,795281 

364 ma 198,78 2,141238342 4,584901637 

365 r ̝̊It 431,017 234,3782383 54933,15861 

366 jEn 242,749 242,749 46,11023834 2126,15408 

367 mI 186,478 186,478 -10,16076166 103,2410775 

368 dva 330,951 330,951 134,3122383 18039,77737 

369 a 53,13 

640,439 

-143,5087617 20594,76467 

370 moZ 204,276 7,637238342 58,32740949 

371 na; 383,033 186,3942383 34742,81209 

372 pak 334,267 334,267 137,6282383 18941,53199 
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373 JE 126,543 

451,866 

-70,09576166 4913,415802 

374 ja 135,703 -60,93576166 3713,167049 

375 kE; 189,62 -7,018761658 49,26301521 

376 ƒE 160,698 

344,035 

-35,94076166 1291,738349 

377 cI 183,337 -13,30176166 176,9368632 

378 po 110,841 

393,896 

-85,79776166 7361,255906 

379 kut 152,978 -43,66076166 1906,262109 

380 jE 130,077 -66,56176166 4430,468115 

381 bu 95,528 

306,216 

-101,1107617 10223,38612 

382 dE 76,947 -119,6917617 14326,11781 

383 mE 133,741 -62,89776166 3956,128422 

384 mi;t 525,804 525,804 329,1652383 108349,7541 

385 nE 171,778 

707,029 

-24,86076166 618,0574702 

386 GcEl 535,251 338,6122383 114658,248 

            

Sum 75902,562 75902,562 0 4123376 

Count (n) 386 163 386 386 

Average (mean) 196,6387617 465,6598896 
  

Varience (s
2
)       10710,06781 

Standard Deviation (s) Foot 
 

Syllable 

 
  

219,1763028 
 

103,4894575 

  
  

219 [ms] 
 

103 [ms] 
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RESUMÉ 

Tato bakalářská práce se soustředí na porovnání českého a anglického rytmu řeči. Samotné 

srovnání je realizováno z hlediska teoretického a získané poznatky jsou dále využity v praktické 

části této práce.  

Teoretická část práce se zabývá přízvučnými a nepřízvučnými slabikami, redukcí vokálů, dále 

pak některými suprasegmentálními rysy jazyka jako je například přízvuk a jeho různé úrovně 

a samozřejmě samotnou rytmizací promluvy. 

Praktická část se věnuje podrobné analýze dvou audio nahrávek, z nichž jedna je v jazyce 

českém a druhá v anglickém. Na základě měření délky stop a slabik v případě obou jazyků 

a jejich směrodatné odchylky bylo zjištěno, že SO délky slabik je vyšší v angličtině a SO délky 

stop v češtině vykazuje vyšší hodnoty. 
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